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TimeOut UltraMacrosrM is a powerful addition to the TimeOut
family of AppleWorksrM enhancements, adding macro capability
and numerous new comrnands that canbe used with any
AppleWorks or TimeOut application. Because UltraMacros is
compatible with all other TimeOut packages, it is a solid
foundation to build on.

So Whol's o Mocro?

A macro is a single keystroke that does the work of many
keystrokes. An AppleWorks macro is a SOLID-APPLE key
command; you simply hold down the SOLID-APPLE key while
pressing another key and a predefined sequence of keystrokes is
performed. For example, you can set up a macro like SOLID-APPLE-
N that types your name and address, or use a macro like SOLID-
APPLE-I to indent a paragraph three spaces (one keystroke instead
of the usual seven). Macros save you a lot of typing and a lot of
time. Also, the fewer keystrokes, the fewer chances for making
errors.

NOTE: The SOLID-APPLE key on the Apple lle and IIc has

been repLaced by the OPTION key on the llgs. If you haae a
Ilgs, think OPTION wheneaer this manual mentiors SOLID-
APPLE.

The IIgs numeric keypad does not add extra keys for macro
users. ENTER is the same as RETURN, CLEAR ls CONTROT-&
and the other keys are simply duplicates of their main
keyboard equioalents.

Remember that macros are SOLID-APPLE commands. The
AppleWorks OPEN-APPLE commands perform the same functions
as before.

UltraMacros is a very flexible package. A wide variety of built-in
macros are provided on the ultraMacros disk. They can be used "as-
is" or changed to suit your own needs. You can also design
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completely new macros once you get more familiar with
IlltraMacros. Novices and experts alike will appreciate the many
new OPEN-APPLE commands which are also included.

Speciol Feotures of UltroMocros

In addition to macros, UltraMacros provides other features that
make your life at the keyboard easier and more productive. These
indude new AppleWorks commandt an AppleWorks bug fix, and
mouseconfrol.

New AppleWorks Commonds

UltraMacros adds new OPEN-APPLE and SOLID-APPLE commands
that save you time and effort. For example, you can press SOLID-
APPLE-= at any time to enter the current time (if you have a clock).
Read about the new commands starting on page 15. A complete list
of new commands starts on page 31.

Bug Exterminotion

AppleWorks has a bug that doesn't allow you to enter CONTROL-
@ for printer or interface card definitions. See page 72 for details on
solving this problem.

Mousing Around

UltraMacros allows you to use a mouse to scroll rapidly though
AppleWorks and to make menu selections. See page 72 for details.

Note: This manual assumes that you are familiar with
AppleWorks snd the AppleWork method of doing things (e.g.

selecting menu options, etc.) lf you're not, then ret'er to the
appropriate sections of your AppleWorks manuals.

Welcome to TimeOut UltroMocros
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This chapter tells you how to install TimeOut and add the
UltraMacros commands to your AppleWorks Startup disk.

Before you can use nurcros and the new comrn€rnds, you must update a
copy of your AppleWorlcs Startup disk. (Note: The floppy disk
version of AppleWorks uses two disks: a STARTUP disk and a
PROGRAM disk. If you are running AppleWorks from a hard disk,
3.5" disk or RAM disk, there is only one disk.)

You actually need to make two modifications to AppleWorks;
TimeOut must be added so that you can use the TimeOut
applications on the UltraMacros disk, and then a file called
ULTRA.SYSTEM must be added to your AppleWorks STARTUP
disk. This is the actual macro program.

TimeOut UltraMacros is provided on both 5.25-inch and 3.5-inch
disks. Before using your TimeOut UltraMacros disk, please take a
moment to make a backup copy of the disk you will be using. Since
the disks are not copy-protected, you may use any standard disk
duplication program such as Filer, System Utilities, Copy ll PIus,
or Beagle Bros' TimeOut FileMaster. Be sure to write-protect your
original disk so you don't accidentally overwrite it. Please do this
now.

NOTE: Since the 5.25-in& AtuaMacros dbk is two-sided, be

sure to duplicate both sida.

Beagle Bros softrvare isn't copy-protected. That makes it easier for
you to use and easier to make backup copies. Please support us in our
commitment to supply friendly, easy-to-use software by not giving
away copies to your friends.

TimeOut Compotibility

TimeOut is compatible with AppleWorks versions 2.0 and later. If
you have an earlier version, contact your dealer about getting an
update from Apple. You must also have the USA version. TimeOut
does not work with foreign language versions of AppleWorks.
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TimeOut is compatible with most enhancements to AppleWorks
including AWlied Engineering's desktop expander and
Checkrnate's desktop expander. UltraMacros is not compatible
with Pinpoint, SuperMacroWorks or AutoWorks.

If you are installing TimeOut with other AppleWorks
enhancements, we recommend that you install TimeOut last.

lnslolling TimeOul

Once your backup copy has been made, boot your Tim&ut
UltraMacros disk by placing it in your boot drive and turning your
computer off and back on or by pressing Control-Open-Apple-Reset.
Then press T for rnstal-J- Timeout.

Soon the title screen will appear. The menu contains three options:

1-. Update Apple$Iorks

2. Read NOTES

3. Quit

Select Read NoTES. This will inform you of any changes to
TimeOut UltraMacros that have been made since this instruction
manual was printed.

After you have read the NOTES, you will return back to the
TimeOut startup screen. This time select Update Appleworks.

lnstolling limeOut 7



The TimeOut Menu

You must now specify whether or not you would like TimeOut to sort
the list of TimeOut applications in the TimeOut menu. The names
will be sorted alphabetically if you specify yes. Otherwise, they
will appear in the same order as they do in the disk catalog. By
specifying No, you decide the order of the names in the TimeOut
menu by placing them on your TimeOut applications disk in the
order that you want.

Multiple TimeOut Applicotion Disks

If you have several TimeOut applications and are using 5.25-inch
disks, you may need more than one TimeOut application disk.
SpecifyYeswhenaskedDo you need more than one
Timeout Application disk? All application disks must have
the same name (for example: /TIMEOUT).

Locolion of TimeOut Applicolions

The next step is to indicate where TimeOut should look for the
TimeOut applications. All of the TimeOut applications must be
placed on the same disk (or if they won't all fit on one disk they
may be on several disks as long as the disks have the same name).
This can be a hard disk, a RAM disk, a floppy disk, or any PToDOS
disk device. (See Copying Applicatiors to the TimeOut
Application disk on page 9.) The choices you have are:

1. AppleWorks STARTUP disk

2. Slot and Drive

3. PToDOS directory

If you have a hard disk or a 3.5-inch disk, you may want to place
your TimeOut applications in the same directory or subdirectory
with your AppleWorks STARTUP program
(APLWORKS.SYSTEM).
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If you have more than one disk drive, you may want to dedicate one
drive to your TimeOut applications. You may specify either srot
and. Drive or PToDOS directory to indicate where the TimeOut
applications disk will be. For more information on PToDOS

directories, see the section in your AppleWorks manual called
ProDOS, prefix for filenama.

Locotion of AppleWorks

The next step is to indicate where your AppleWorks STARTUP
program is so TimeOut can be installed. You may specify either
SJ.ot and Drive or PToDOS directory. After indicating the
location of AppleWorks, press a key and your AppleWorks
STARTUP program will be updated with TimeOut.

Copying Applicotions lo the TimeOut Applicotion
Disk

If you are using other TimeOut applications, you will need to copy
the applications on the UltraMacros disk to your TimeOut
application disk. Otherwise, you have the option of using the
llltraMacros disk as your TimeOut application disk or you can use
any other disk (i.e. the AppleWorks Startup disk, a RAM disk, or a
hard disk).

If you're not going to use the UltraMacros disk as your application
disk, select 2 from the final installation menu to copy the
UltraMacros applications to your application disk. You will need
to specify either the slot and drive or the pathname of the
application disk.

Reinslolling TimeOut

After you have already installed TimeOut, if you need to change
the applications disk location or the order of the menu, you can
reinstall TimeOut by following the same steps for initial
installation. This will only work if you have not installed any
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other AppleWorks enhancement programs since you installed
TimeOut. If you have then you may need to completely reconfigure
AppleWorks.

lnstolling UltroMocros

If you're already using Super MacroWorks, you may wish to read 
f

about the changes on UltraMacros (page 79) before continuing with
this installation.

1.. Make sure you have a copy of your AppleWorlcs STARTUP disk
which has already been modified with TimeOut. If you're using a
desktop expander, install it before installing UltraMacros. Make
sure that your AppleWorks disk is functional with all other
modifications installed before attempting to add UltraMacros.

2. Boot theUltraMacros disk and press U for lnstall
ultraMacros. The rvrcro program (ULTRA,SYSTEM) will be
loaded into memory.

3. Remove the UltraMacros disk from the main disk drive, insert
the AppleWorks STARTUP disk and press RETURN.

4. The ultraMacros installation program will attempt to modify
your AppleWorks STARTUP disk. If it can't find it, it will
prompt you to enter the pathname where AppleWorks can be
found. You probably won't have AppleWorks in a subdirectory
unless you understand subdirectories and pathnames already. In
any case, complete pathname information canbe found in manuals
such as the PToDOS User's Manual. A pathname ALWAYS begins
with a "/" followed by the disk name. Any subdirectories
following the disk name are preceded by " /"'s as well.

5. Your AppleWorks STARTUP disk will be updated with
UltraMacros'macros and new comrnands. A message will appear
on the screen when the updating is complete.

6. Press RETURN; the built-in macros and commands supplied with
the UltraMacros disk are now ready for use.
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Storting up AppleWorks with TimeOut

When you start up AppleWorks with TimeOut installed, you
should see the TimeOut title screen before you reach the
AppleWorks main menu. TimeOut will scan your TimeOut
applications disk looking for TimeOut applications.

Note: lf you recekte a message indicating that TimeOut is
getting errors trying to load the TimeOut applications, it means

that TimeOut is unable to find the applications' At this point
you must either insert your aVplications disk Gf you haoe not
already done so) and try again or specify a different location.
lf you haae inserted your applications disk and are stiil getting
errors, you either do not haae any applications on the disk or
your disk has been damaged. You will need to create a new

applications disk.

lf you ilo not see a TimeOut title screen, you haae not installed
TimeOut conectly. Go back to page 6 and start ooer'

Flle: I\trone

TD€clT Inteqrated AFplelbrks lfpli€tions

Ccpyrlght 1987, by Alan Bird

(rerslcn 1.0)

Ioadirq:

l&cro ccrlpil-er
l&clo q)tlcns
Data Coil,erts
UtiILties

Pr€ss EscG to canel into mrv 1029K Fnrail.
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As TimeOut identifies each TimeOut applicatiory they are listed
on the screen. An asterisk ("*") before the application name
indicates that it is memory-based. You may press Escape at any
time to cancel loading memory-based applications (see pages 13, 85-
86 for an explanation of memory-based applications).

If you have specified that you are using multiple TimeOut
application disks, insert each disk and answer yes when asked
Read another TimeOut application disk?AnswerNowhen
the last application disk has been read.

Note: lf you use a program selector such as the Apple Desktop
you must select ULTRA.SYSTEM iratead of
APLWORKS.SYSTEM. The APLWORKS.SYSTE M file has
been renamed to APLWORKS.SYS so that booting proDOS wilt
automatically start ULTRA.SYSTEM. lf you select
APLWORKS.SYS, you will run normal AppleWorks without
any macrcs.

Accessing Tim eOut Applicotions

While you are using AppleWorks, you may call up the TimeOut
menu at any time by holding down the Open-Apple key and
simultaneously pressing the Escape key. A menu similar to the
following will appear (you may have fewer or more applications
than this):

tiimrt lEru

1.
2.
3.
4.
q

6.
1

FiLdEster
craph
Od*SeLt
Sidesgead
SlperFdlts
Macro q)tlons
Utl I Jties
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Use the up and down arrow keys or type a number to select an
application, then press Return (press Escape if you don't want to
make a selection). If your applications are not memory-based, be
sure your TimeOut applications disk is in the drive when you press
Return. Otherwise, you will be prompted to insert your TimeOut
application disk If you are using multiple application disks, be
sure to insent the correct one.

Memory usoge

You will notice with TimeOut installed that you have slightly less
desktop memoryfor your AppleWorks documents. TimeOut itself
takes up some of the memory.

Memory-resident TimeOut applications also take up desktop
memory. If you are short on desktop memory, reconfigure your
applications so they are disk-based.

However, for maximum speed, make your TimeOut applications
memory-based or run them from a RAM disk.

Note: UltraMacros is always in memory. Howaner, it resides in
a special place that doesn't take up any desktop memory.

Control-Resel Potch

When you install TimeOut on your AppleWorks Startup disk,
TimeOut makes a patch to AppleWorks so that Control-Reset will
take you to the Main Menu instead of the rnachine'language
monitor.

lnstolling TimeOut 13
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This section introduces you to some of the new commands included
with UltraMacros. It assumes that you've already booted
AppleWorks and are in a Word Processor file (UltraMacros works
everywhere in AppleWorks, but the Word Processor is a good place
to test things).

Using ihe New UltrqMocros Commonds

UltraMacros adds several new SOLID-APPLE and OPEN-APPLE
commands to AppleWorks. Try these for starters:

1. Press SOLID-APPLE-'. The date set when AppleWorks was
started up will be displayed in this format: August 1'4,1987-If an

error beep happens instead, ultraMacros is not installed. Go back
to the previous section and read about adding UltraMacros to
AppleWorks.

2. Now place the cursor on the first letter of the date that you
entered in step 1 and press OPEN-APPLE-;. The letter will be

changed to lower case. For example, "August 14,1987" would now
be "august 14,1987".

3. Press OPEN-APPLE-:. The next letter will be switched to upper
case. Get the picture? You can change the case of any letter with
the colon/semi-colon key. If you hold down OPEN-APPLE and
press the key normally,letters become lower case; if you also
hold down the shift key, the letters become uPPer case. The cursor
is always changed to overstrike mode so that extra letters aren't
inserted.

4. Place the cursor in the middle of a word and press OPEN-APPLE-
DELETE or SOLID-APPLE-DELETE. The character under the
cursor will be gobbled, but the cursor will remain at the same spot.
This command actually executes two normal AppleWorks
keystrokes- a RIGHT-ARROW followed by DELETE.
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These new OPEN-APPLE commands can be used anlrwhere that
AppleWorks prompts you for input. For example, the OPEN-
APPLE-DELETE command can be used to change a file name after
you press OPEN-APPLE-N. Oryou can press SOLID-APPLE-'to
enter the date when the Data Base asks you to "Type report date"
when you're printing a file.

A complete list of new commands is given starting on page 31. You
can experiment with some of them now, or read on to learn all about
the handy OPEN-APPLE-X command.

Recording Your Own Mqcros

This section tells you how to record your keystrokes so that they can
be played back }ater with one keypress. It assumes that you've
already booted AppleWorks and are currently in a Word Processor
file.

1. Press OPEN-APPLE-X. The title at the top of the screen changes
to RECORD A MACRO. If it doesn't, go back to page 6 and read
about adding UltraMacros to your AppleWorks STARTUP disk.

2. The prompt at the bottom tells you to Sel-ect macro key:.
Press the T key to record a "Test" macro. SOLID-APPLE-T will be
used to activate this macro later. The bottom right side of the
screen will show Recording t and the cursor will stop blinking.

3. You are now in record mode and whatever you type (mouse moves
are included) will be memorized. Type your name and press
RETURN.

4. Now press CONTROL-@ to end the macro definition. (On Ilgs's
and some other II's you don't have to press the shift key; on some
you do.) The cursor will start blinking and the bottom right side
of the screen will show Done macro T.

UltroMocros Tutoriol 17



5. You've just recorded your first macro! To use it, hold down the
SOLID-APPLE key and press T. Your name is typed much faster
than it was entered, unless you're an incredible typist. This macro
can now be used anywhere that AppleWorks expects keyboard
input- in a file, naming a file, naming a Data Base category, etc.

6. Now press OPEN-APPLE-X and press r again. This message
appears on the bottom line: Replace g.lobal macro T?.
Because you already have a macro "T" in your macro set,
UltraMacros lets you decide if you want to destroy the original
macro. This is a safeguard to avoid accidentally erasing a macro.

7. Press Y to replace your "T" macro. You can now record the new
macro. This time, press OPEN-APPLE-I first. The cursor jumps to
the beginning of the file. Any OPEN-APPLE command can be
recorded as part of a macro.

8. Now press RETURN followed by the UP-ARROW and enter your
name on the top line of thefile. Press CONTROL-@ to end the
macro.

9. Press OPEN-APPLE-9 to jump to the end of the file, and then
press SOLID-APPLE-T to try out the modified macro "T". It will
jump to the top of the file, insert a line, and enter your name.

You can press OPEN-APPLE-X to start recording macros from
virtually anywhere in AppleWorks or in a TimeOut application.
You may NOT press OPEN-APPLE-X when the TimeOut OPEN-
APPLE-ESCAPE menu is visible on the screen, or when you're in
the middle of an OPEN-APPLE-0 getsting command (page 34).
The comrnand will be ignored. However, you may start a macro
within AppleWorks and then press OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE or
OPEN-APPLE{ as part of the macro.

Most keys can be recorded as nurcros; see page 31 for a list of
reserved macros. Keep in mind that there is no difference between
upper and lower case macro n;unes, and that all "named" keys
such as RETURN and TAB have CONTROL-key equivalents (eg.
TAB is actually CONTROL-I).

10. Press OPEN-APPLE-X to record another macro.
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11. Now press RETURN for the rrucro key. A Reserved ^M
message appears on the bottom right of the screen. This is because
CONTROL-M is the same as RETURN, and it's a reserved macro
name.

To record a BOTH-APPLE macro, hold down the OPEN-APPLE
key when entering the macro name:

12. Press OPEN-APPLE-X to enter record mode.
13. Press OPEN-APPLE-T. The Recording T message will appear.
14. Enter a friend's name and press CONTROL-@ to end the macro.
15. Press SOLID-APPLE-T. Your name is entered as defined above.
15. Press BOTH-APPLE-T. Your friend's name appears.

All keys can have both SOLID-APPLE and BOTH-APPLE
definitions. Macros that are reserved SOLID-APPLE commands,
such SOLID-APPLE-RETURN, can be defined as BOTH-APPLE
rucros. The Macros Ultra sample includes BOTH-APPLE
definitions for the named keys such as TAB, ESCAPE, etc. Of course,
they can easily be changed.It's a good idea to use BOTH-APPLE
nracros for potentially dangerous macros (like quit AppleWorks
without saving files) that you don't want to execute accidentally.

Holding down the SOLID-APPLE and OPEN-APPLE keys
simultaneously to execute a BOTH-APPLE command is easy on a
IIgs, but a little more complex on an older Apple II. The preferred
method is to use the thumb and a finger on one hand to hold down
BOTH-APPLE's and to use the other hand to press the desired key.
Try BOTH-APPLE-CONTROL-^ if you're incredibly talented.

You can record a rracro for anywhere from 2 to 4,000 or so keystrokes,
depending on how nuny macro keystrokes are already in memory. If
the macro table is full, the Done macro message will appear as

soon as you press the new macro key, unless you're replacing an
existing macro. Then you'll be able to enter as many keystrokes as
the original macro contained.

The only exception is macro 0 (zero). You can always enter up to 80
keystrokes, but it also automatically stops recording at 80
keystrokes. Read about this special macro onpage76.

UltroMocros Tutoriol 19



Any macos recorded using OPEN-APPLE-X are lost when you exit
AppleWorks. There are two ways to make the macros permanent.
One way is to use the Macro Options (page 64) third option save
macro table as def aul-t set. This saves all active macros
"as-is". The next section explains how to edit existing macros and
then make them permanent.

Creoting Custom Mqcros

This section tells you how to create custom nurcros by editing a
macro file, compiling the changed rnacros, and then saving them on
disk.

Built-ln Mocros

The "built-in" macros are those macros which are part of
ULTRA.SYSTEM and are available whenever you start
AppleWorks. These macros (except for a few reserved macros) can
be changed at any time to anything you wish.

Newcomers to macros should study and use these built-in macros
before attempting to create their own non-recorded macros.

1. Boot AppleWorks and insert the UltraMacros disk.

2. Add the Word Processor file Macros Ultra to the Desktop from
the UltraMacros disk and print it for a handy reference. These
are the sample rulcros included with ULTRA.SYSTEM. All of
them are available for use if you've added UltraMacros to your
AppleWorks disk.

3. Examine the printout while reading this manual's descriptions of
how macros are made. You can modify this file to create your own
custom macros. Modifying existing macros is a good way to learn
about writing your own nurcros.
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Creoling q Mocro File

A macro file is any AppleWorks Word Processor file which
contains macro definitions. You can create a custom macro file by
adding an existing macro file to the Desktop and changing the
definitions, or by using the Macro Compiler's oisplay current
macro set option to list the current macros into a file. There's
nothing magical about the macro definitions in the Word Processor.
They must be "compiled" into true macro codes (page 59) to be used
by UltraMacros.

Creoting your very own UltroMocro

F{ere's a step-by-step look at creating your first custom rracro
definition and making it a permanent part of AppleWorks.

1. Start up your UltraMacros version of AppleWorks.
2. Insert the UltraMacros disk and add the file Macros Ultra to the

desktop. Use OPEN-APPLE-N to change its name to "Macros
Mine". Macro file names don't have to start with "Macros"; it just
makes it easier to find them that way.

3. Go back to the AppleWorks Main Menu and then make a new
Word Processor file called TEST.

4. Press SOLID-APPLE-B to see a sample'begin a memo" macro.
5. Press SOLID-APPLE-N to see the author's daughter's name.
6. Now press OPEN-APPLE-Q and return to the Macros Llltra file.
7. Use the OPEN-APPLE-F command to find "Heather". You

should see the following macro definition:

N:(awp)Heather Brandt! name of a J-ittle "Lassie"
lover

8. Change Heather Brandt to your name. Ignore the <awp> for
now. Just make sure that your niune is immediately after <awp>
and is followed by a "!'. You could cheat and use OPEN-APPLE-R
to replace it, but that won't teach you anything.
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9. Now use the OPEN-APPLE-F command to find "B:<awp". You
should see the following macro definition:

B:(awpXrtnXrtn)
-Date: (date)(rtnXrtnXrtn)
From: (sa-nXrtn)

JEM SOFTWARE(rIn)
P.O. Box 20920<rtn)
EI Cajon, CA 92}2L<rLnXrtnXrtnXrtn)

To: !beginamemo

The first line contains special bracketed codes called tokens. Each
<rtn> represents a carriage return.

The second line also contains <date>. This token will always
print the date which was set when AppleWorks was first
started.

The third line contains <sa-n>. This is the same as pressing
SOLID-APPLE-N; that's why the macro printed the name given
in macro-N. Switch back to the TEST file and look at what the
macro did until you can see the relationship between the macro
definition and the result.

See page 81 for a complete list of tokens that you can use within
your nurcros.

10. Replace the sample address between the From: and To: lines
with your own address. Start each line in the same column as the
"J" in |EM and end with a <rtn>.

1.1. Now press OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE and select Macro
Compiler. If it isn't on the TimeOut menu, go back to the section

on installing TimeOut and make sure you copy all of the
applications from the UltraMacros disk to the TimeOut
application disk.

12.PressREruRNtoselectCompile a new set of macros.
13. Press RETURN to select lro for the Pause each line? prompt.
14. Press RETURN to select Beginning for the Compile f rom?

prompt.
15. The compiler will then scan the entire file, converting the text

and tokens into UltraMacros' codes.
L6. Press OPEN-APPLE-Q and select the TEST file.
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17. Press SOLID-APPLE-B to see the memo nracro with your name
included within it. Now press SOLID-APPLE-N to see just your
name.

L8. If the macros don't work the way you think they should, go back
and examine the definition agairy comparing it to the samples in
steps 7 and 9 of this section.

19. Now press OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE and select Macro options.
20. If your AppleWorks Startup disk is not in a drive, remove your

Program disk and insert the Startup disk.
21. Select Save current macros as defaul-t set.
22. Press RETURN to select xo for Activate auto-startup

macro?".
23. The ULTRA.SYSTEM file will be updated with the new macro

definitions. Reinsert your AppleWorks program disk if necessary
and press RETURN to return to AppleWorks.

24.Save your "Macros Mine" file and exit AppleWorks.
25. Now restart AppleWorks and make a new Word Processor file.
25. Press SOLID-APPLE-8. Voila! Your new definition is in effect

along with all of the other Macros Ultra sample macros.
27.Press SOLID-APPLE-B again, but this time tap the ESCAPE key

immediately afterwards. The macro is halted before it finishes.
You can press ESCAPE to stop any run-away macros.
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This chapter explains in excruciating detail
lJltraMacros. In fact, it's everything you ever
rnacros but were afraid to ask.

the capabilities of
wanted to know about

The Anotomy of q Mocro

Before you can start creating your own macros, you need to
understand how a macro is built. TIte syntax of a command is the set
of rules governing the organization and usage of that command. In
an English sentence, "He here is" would be improper syntax because
the "is" should precede the "here". In a like manner/ macro
commands must be organized in such a way that UltraMacros can
understand what you want to have accomplished.

Tokens

Take a look at the macros in the Macros Ultra file (the macros come
after the word START and before the word END). Each macro is
made up of a series of normal characters and special tokens.

A token is a code word enclosed in <brackets> that represents a
special keystroke or macro command. For example, the token <rtn>
represents the RETURN key, and the token deft> represents the
LEFT-ARROW key. The rrucro compiler converts these readable
tokens into the equivalent invisible command codes within the
macro.

Here's a macro a few lines into the Macros Ultra file:

C:<awp><oa-O>CNcrtn><esc>! center text

Each macro begins with a character or token that represents the
key used with SOLID-APPLE to activate the macro. In this
example, the character "C" indicates that this macro is executed by
pressing SOLID-APPLE-C.
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Next comes a colon, followed by a token that designates where the
macro will work; this macro is for the Word Processor.

Next come the keystrokes and tokens that actually make up the
macro. In this example there are five keystrokes: OPEN-APPLE-O,
C, N RETURN and ESCAPE.

An exclamation mark (!) signals the end of the macro definition.
Any text after the "!" is ignored. In this example the words "center
text" describe what the macro does. They are not considered part of
the macro.

Here are some of the tokens that you can use to create macros:

<del> DELETEkey
<esc> ESCAPE key
<rtn> RETURN key
<tab> TAB key
<left> LEFT-ARROW key
<right> RIGHT-ARROW key
<up> UP-ARROW key
<down> DOl AI-ARROW key
<spc> SPACE BAR key

The tokens for OPEN-APPLE, SOLID-APPLE, BOTH-APPLE and
CONTROL commands use the abbreviations oa, sa, ba and ctrl
followed by a hyphen and the appropriate key. Here are some
examples:

<oa-L> OPEN-APPLE-I
<sa-B> SOLID-APPLE-B
<ba-right> BoTH-APPLE-RIGHT-ARROW
<sa-ctrl-C> SOLID-APPLE-CONTROL-C

UltraMacros adds a number of unchangeable OPEN-APPLE (page

34) and SOLIDAPPLE (page 31) commands to AppleWorks.

Tokens may be entered in upper or lower case, but no sPaces are
allowed between the letters making up the token. For example,
(rh), <RTN>, and <Rtn> are all valid tokens for the RETURN
key, but <r tn> is not valid.
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Multiple consecutive tokens can be used without brackets around
each individual token. Just separate the tokens with spaces and/or
colons. For example, two UP-ARROW commands followed by a
LEFI-ARROW can be represented as <up><up>defb, <up up
left>, <up : up : left>, or <up><up left>.

The compiler also allows you to include comments between the
<brackets>. Comments are surrounded by curly {brackets}. The
previous example could include a comment like this:

<up : up : fthis text gets ignored by the compiler] left>

The macro compiler will ignore the curly brackets and everything
between them. No macro table space is wasted by using comments.
The previous sample will compile into three bytes- two UP-
ARROW codes and one LEFT-ARROW code.

Note: If the curly brackets are not between token brackets, they
will be treated as normal text. DON'T use token brackets <> inside
of the curly brackets {}.

a:<all I comment ] stop>! this one is o.k.
a:<all [ -> see? ]>! this one isn't

Locol ond Globol Mqcros

Each macro must be classified as either local or global. A global
nurcro is one that works anywhere. A local [urcro is one that works
only within a specific application (the Word Processor, the Data
Base, the Spreadsheet, or a Timeout application).

In a macro definition, the token iust after the colon indicates
whether the macro is local or global:

<all> ALL applications (global)
<awp> AppleWorksWordProcessoronly
<adb> AppleWorks Data Base only
<asp> AppleWorks Spreadsheet only
<ato> A TimeOut application only
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You cant have more than one global macro with the same name
(the second one will never be used), but you can give the same name
to several local macros as long as they are in different applications.

The order in which nurcro definitions appear in a file is important.
When you select a macro, UltraMacros starts at the beginning of the
macro table and searches for the first macro with the specified
name. When a match is found, the application definition is
checked.

1. If the macro is type <all>, it is executed regardless of where you
are within AppleWorks or TimeOut.

2. If the macro is type <ato>, it is executed only if you are currenfly
in a TimeOut application.

3. If the macro is an AppleWorks application type, I-IltraMacros
checks to see if you're in the specified application. If so, the
macro is executed; if not, it keeps searching.

From this you can see that if multiple macros are created with the
same name, the local AppleWorks macros should be first, followed
by the TimeOut rrncros, followed by the global macros.

TimeOut is part of AppleWorks, so you don't have to use <ato> in
nracros which are designed for TimeOug <ato> just makes sure that
the macros will not run outside of a TimeOut application.

Note: BOTH-APPLE mauos are not considereil the same as

SOLID-APPLE mauos nen if they use the same key. A key
such as " A" could conceioably haoe eight completely different
definitiors; a BOTH-APPLE and SOLID-APPLE command for
<awp>, <adb>, <asp> and <ato>.

Recorded macros (those defined using OPEN-APPLE-X) are global
by default. If you want to make a recorded macro local, list the
macros into a file (see page 63) and use AppleWorks to change the
<all> token to a local token. Then recompile the macro set.
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Colling olher mocros

One macro can call another macro in two different ways:

y:<all><sa-left oa-M>Tcdown left rtn>! delete a line
9:<awp : oa-9 : up : goto sa-y>! delete the last line in a file

In the first example, SOLID-APPLE-Y calls macro SOLID-APPLE-
LEFI to move the cursor to the left column; UltraMacros then
retums to SOLID-APPLE-Y and the current line is moved to the
clipboard. In the second examtrle, SOLID-APPLE-9 uses the <goto>
command to send control to macro SOLID-APPLE-Y. ultraMacros
never returns to SOLID-APPLE-9 because <goto> is a "one-way"
command.

Users with Basic programming experience can think of the first
example as a GOSUB and the second as a GOTO (how fitting). Just
remember that using a macro NAME will continue the current macro
when the called macro is finished, and that using GOTO means
that the macro will never come back.

"Macro nesting" occurs when a macro calls a macro which calls a
nvrcro... UltraMacros has to remember where to back up to when the
current level is finished. The limit is 18 levels. A macro which
calls itself will also execute 18 times and then stop.

L:<all>*<sa-1.>! print 18 asterisks

To execute a procedure more often, use <begin> and <rpt> along
with variables (they are explained later).

<ba-l>:<all : A = 120 : begin : print'*" : A = A - 1: if A > 0 then
rpt>! print 120 asterisks

CAUTION: When you're about to delete a mauo from a file,
make sure the macro isn't needed by another mauo in the file.
Use the OPEN-APPLE-F command to search for references to
the macro. For example, if you plnn to delete macro F, search

for "sa-f".
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Reserved Mqcros

The special macros listed below cannot be re-recorded, changed or
deleted; you must use them "as is". You can use these nucros at any
time (unless otherwised noted): directly from the keyboard (press
the appropriate key along with SOLID-APPLE), while recording a
macro (press the appropriate key along with SOLID-APPLE), or in
a macro definition (use the appropriate token).

<sq.de|> SOLID-APPIE-DELETE

Deletes the character under the cursor.

<oheqd> SOLID-APPLE-.

Finds the first blank space to the right of the cursor position. This
nucro works wherever AppleWorks allows you to edit characters,
including Word Processor files, Data Base categories, at Find
prompts, and when AppleWorks prompts you to enter names.

<bock> SOLID-APPLE-,

Finds the first blank space to the left of the cursor position.

<dole> SOLID-APPLE-'

Displays the date in this format: August 1.0, L987 (handy for dating
letters or Data Base and Spreadsheet reports).

<dote2> SOLID-APPLE-"

Displays the date in this format: 08/10/87 (handy for dating
transactions in the Spreadsheet).
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<time> SOLID-APPLE-=

Displays the time in this format: l:42 pm.If you don't have a clock,
the time will always be 12:00 am.

NOTE; lf you haoe a llgs and L2:00 am is always giaen for the
time, you'll need to copy the PRODOS file from the
UltraMacros disk (it's a neu)er oersion that can read the IIgs
clock) to your AppleWorlcs startup disk. Use TimeOut
FileMaster or Apple's System Utilities to copy it.

<time24> SOLID-APPLE-+

Displays the time in this format 73:42.In the Data Base, if a
category has the word TIME included in its name, AppleWorks
converts 24-hour times to l2-hour times. For example,2l:46is
converted to 9:46 PM.

<find> SOtID.APPLE. RETURN

In the Word Processol.' moves the cursor to the next carriage return
marker. This command only works when the Type entry. . .

message is visible at the bottom of the screen.

At any numbqeil inoerse bar mcnu or file &sf; searches for the text
stored in macro 0 (zero) and leaves the cursor at that item. If the
text is not found the current Eracro will stop. If the current macro
was called from another uurcro, the calling macro will continue.
This means that macros aontaining <find> should end with a
<stop> if they are called from another macro. This way the calling
nracro continues only if the item is not found. See the Control-P
phone macro in Macros Ultra for an example.

If you're at a file list and want to find a file in a hurry press
OPEN-APPLE-0 to define nurcro 0 (zero) with the name and then
press SOLID-APPLE-RETURN to find the file. From within a
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macro, you can use this command to automatically load files by
name.

This command also works with the OPEN-APPLEQ Desktop Index
and the OPEN-APPLE-ESC TimeOut menu. Macros can find desktop

files by name, or start TimeOut applications by name. Deflne macro

0 (zero) ahead of time; you can not use OPEN-APPLE-0 while the

OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE TimeOut menu is on the screen.

Use the ability to search a menu to find printers by name when you
aren't sure what order they'll be in.

NOTE: The <find> command only uses the first'15 characters in
Maqo 0 $U.

NOTE: .ftnd, can be used znith <store> and <recall> to link

files. See page 73 for details'

<findpo> SOLID.APPLE.^

in the Word Processor onlY:

Moves the cursor to the next caret (^). The caret may be a printer
option caret or a text caret which is part of the document. This
macroonlyworkswhenthetlpe entry or .. . messageis

visible at the bottom of the screen.

This macro is easier to use for locating printer options in a file than
the OPEN-APPLE-F command, which requires you to know which
option you're searching for (and its two-letter code). <findpo>
simply-searches for the next caret in the file regardless of what it
represents.

A macro can use the <screen> command to dreck what kind of option

was found by <findpo>. For er<ample, this macro finds the next

superscdpt or subscript code, but ignores all other printer codes or
carets:

<ctrl-s>:<awp><findpo : $8 = screen 42,24,4: if $8 = "Subs" then

stop else if $8 = "Supe" then stop else rpt>!
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<prinb BOTH-APPLE-CONTROL-P

The print token is for use within nurcros only. See page 49for a full
description of how <print> is used.

New Open-Apple Commonds

The following commands canbe used directly from the keyboard as
well as from within macros. If you're recording a macro, press the
appropriate key along with OPEN-APPLE. To use the command in
a macro definition, use the token.

no |oken OPEN.APPLE.X

Begrn recording a nucro. This command must be used from the
keyboard only; it can't be used within a macro. See page 17.

'so.de!, OPEN.APPLE.DELETE

Deletes the character the cursor is on. This command is identical to
SOLID-APPLE-DELETE.

Note: When recording a macro, you must use SOLID-APPLE-
DELETE.

"gelsfr" OPEN-APPLE-O (zero)

Presents a ">" prompt on the bottom line of the screen, allowing up
to 60 characters to be entered for defining macro 0 (zero). This
command is used from the keyboard only. Do not use it while
recording a macro. See the description of the true <getstr> token on
page 45.
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<oo-clrl-@> OPEN -APPtE-CONTROL-@

Sends a CONTROL-@ to AppleWorks. Use this while recording or
defining a macro. If you just use CONTROL-@ the macro will stop
at that point. CONTROL-@ is used only for printer and interface
definitions.

NOTE; AppleWorks 2.0 has a bug which doesn't allow
CONTROL-@ to be entered. Sa page 72 for info on squashing
this bug.

<UC> OPEN.APPLE-:

Changes the character at the cursor to upper case.

<Ic> OPEN.APPLE.;

Changes the character at the cursor to lower case.

<inserb OPEN-APPLE-!

Turns on the insert cursor (the blinking underscore). To turn on the
overstrike cursor (blinking rectangle), use this command followed
by an OPEN-APPLE-E command.

<ZOOM> OPEN.APPLE-@

Forces zoom OUT (hides printer options in the Word Processor,
shows values rather than labels in the spreadsheet, and shows
multiple'record layout in the Data Base). Follow this command
with OPEN-APPLE-Z to zoom in.
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<reod> OPEN-APPLE.^

From the keyboard, OPEN-APPLE-^ will read the character at the
current cursor position into macro 0 (zero). You can use the arrow
keys to move the cursor to a new position before reading another
character.

While recording a macro, OPEN-APPLE-^ will read the character
at the current cursor position into the rnacro being recorded (the
character will become text in the rvrcro definition).

In a macro definition, <read> will read the character at the current
cursor position and add it to macro 0 (zero).

<disk> OPEN -APPLE.&

Reads the current volume (disk) name or subdirectory pathname
into macro 0 (zero). This command can only be used when a list of
files is being displayed. A brief flash at the top left of the screen
indicates that the command was executed.

<polh> OPEN-APPLE--

Reads the current volume name or suMirectory name AND the
currently highlighted file name into macro 0 (zero). This command
can only be used when a list of files is being displayed. A brief
flash at the top left of the screen indicates that the command was
executed.

<cell> OPEN.APPTE-.

Reads the contents of the current Spreadsheet cell, Data Base
category or Word Processor line into macro 0 (zero). Move the cursor
to the cell and use the command. A brief flash at the top left of the
screen indicates that it was executed. See <ba--> in Macros Ultra.
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The current layout and display settings do not affect <celb. In the
Spreadsheet it uses the literal value or label as displayed on the
cell indicator line, and in the Data Base it uses the full category
entry as shown in the single-record layout.

From within a macro, use <cell> as part of any string definition
like this:

c:<asp : $3 = cell : down: print $3>! copy a cell

<store> OPEN-APPLE.<

Stores the current contents of macro 0 (zero), up to 15 characters, in a
special unused area of a Word Processor, Data Base or Spreadsheet
file. The name being stored is displayed at the bottom right of the
screen. This command is designed for linking files (page 73), but it
may be used for any other pulpose you think of.

<recoll> OPEN.APPLE->

Sets macro 0 (zero) equal to the text stored by the <store> command.
<store> would be rather useless if the information couldn't be
recalled.

<inc> OPEN.APPLE.CONTRL-W

Increments the character at the current cursor position. For example,
"a" becomes 'b", '1" becomes "2", etc. See the Key Chart (page 87)
for a complete list of characters in the order they're incremented
and decrernented.

<dec> OPEN-APPtE-CONTROL.A

Opposite of <inc>; decrements the character at the current cursor
position.
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<bell> OPEN.APPLE.CONTROL-G

Sounds the AppleWorks error bell once. It's handy for getting
someone's attention.

<nosleep> OPEN-APPLE-CONTROL-N

Cancels the currently defined "sleeping" macro, if any. See the
description of <wake> for more information.

<c|eop OPEN.APPLE.CONTROL-X

Clears all numeric variables to 0 and all string variables to no
definition. A brief flash at the top left of the screen indicates that
the command was executed.

IIgs users can press OPEN-APPLE-CLEAR; the CLEAR key on the
numeric keypad is the same as CONTROL-X.

Speciol UltroMocros Tokens

The following tokens are for use within macro definitions only.
None of them are keyboard commands, and they can not be reccrded
using the OPEN-APPLE-X command. They are used as is (i.e. they
require no parameters).

<input>

Allowsyou to enter text oTOPEN-APPLE commands until RETURN
is pressed (the RETURN is NOT passed on to AppleWorks). To exit
this command without pressing RETURN, enter CONTROL-@. The
rrurcro will be aborted.
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<id#>

Returns the unique id number of the current TimeOut application. If
TimeOut is not active, a zero will be returned. This token can't be
used by itself; it must be part of a variable definition or other
numeric expresssion.

a:<all : A = id# : $1 ='This TimeOut application is #" + str$ A :

msg $1>! determine the TO application number

a:<ato : a = id# : if a = 7 then msg' FileMaster' stop else if a = 8
then msg' Macro Compiler' stop>! act differently for each

<ifkey>

Checks to see if a specific key has been pressed (exact matches
only) and if so continues. This is not part of the if-then-else logic.

a:<all : sa-b rpt>!
b:<all : ifkey rtn then print "Return
or
b:<all : ifkey>Acthen print "A was

was pressed">!

pressed">!

<key>

Pauses until a key is pressed. The keypress is NOT passed along to
AppleWorks. When used by itself, key is simply a pause feature.

In an equatiory key returns the value of the key pressed. For
example:

a:<all : A = key : if A < 128 then print A>!

If the user presses RETURN, A will be 13, and if the user holds
down OPEN-APPLE while pressing the key 128 will be added to
the key value. This example will only print the keystroke if
OPEN-APPLE is not pressed.
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<begin>

This does nothing unless used with <rpt>. It marks the restarting
point for repeating part of a macro instead of repeating the entire
nacro.

<rpf>

Repeats part or all of the current macro by searching backwards
from the <rpt> token until a <begin> is found, or until the beginning
of the macro is reached.

No commands after <rpt> will ever be executed (unless they're part
of an IF-TFIEN-ELSE statement). A conditional command mustbe
used to exit the nacro or it will run continuously. For example:

g:<all : bell : rpt>! could drive you crazy; press Escape to exit

h:<all : print "This part executes once" : begin : bell : rpt>! prints a
message, then beeps like crazy

<stop>

Stops all macro activity immediately. Use it to stop a nested macro
from returning to the calling nurcro, or to get out of a <rpt>
situation. For an example, go back to the <findpo> sample on page
33.

Speciol UltroMqcros Tokens with porometers

The next group of tokens require additional parameters. Most
parameters involve variables, so a description of UltraMacros'
variables is next. The token definitions are continued following the
variable section.
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Defining Numeric Vqriobles

Numeric variables may be defined many different ways. You must
be careful that you don't accidently redefine a variable if another
macro expects to use that variable later.

We suggest leaving variables tI, V, W, X, Y , Z as "throw-away"
variables. Assume that they can be redefined indescriminately by
any and all macros. We also suggest reserving variable Q for
recording the number of a file you leave via the OPEN-APPLE-Q
(get the connection?) and that you want to return to later.

Start up AppleWorks and insert the UltraMacros disk. Add the
file Macros tlltra to the Desktop and examine the variable usage in
it. See macros SOLID-APPLE-1 and SOLID-APPLE-2 for examples
of using variable Q.

Here's a chart showing the various ways to define numeric
variables and use them in conditional rucros:

condition var operator opetand
X variable

= $10 hexadecimal number

asc $0 ASCII value of first char
len $1 length of a string
val $2 value of a string
peek value at an address
id# TimeOut application #

Remember those crazy mix-and-match animal cards when you were
a kid? This is the same idea, except that a variable can only be
defined using the "equals" operator. Otherwise you can pick any
item out of each category and use them together in a macro.

Any number of operands can be chained together using the four basic
math operators (+ - / *). No parentheses are allowed. The
equations are strictly evaluated left to right with no other
precedence.

ifA
(define) thru
ifnot Z

l
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Defining Slring Voriqbles

String variables may be defined in many different ways. Literal
strings may be surrounded by single or double quotation marks:

a:<all : $8 - "This is a literal text string">!
a:<all : $9 = 'This example has "quotation marks" in it'>!

Strings may be defined as the current date or time in these four
formats:

a:<all : $0 - date : $1 = date2 : $2 - time : $3 = time24>!

Strings may be defined as the current Spreadsheet cell, Data Base
category or Word Processor line:

a:<all:$8=cell>!

A portion of the screen maybe used to define a string (see the
description of <screen> on page 51):

a:<all : $6 = screen 7,1,15>!

A string may be defined by user input from the keyboard:

a:<all : $3 = getstr L5>!

See the description of getstr (page 45) for more information.

Finally, a string may be defined exactly like another string. In this
example, $7 is made identical to the current value of $2:

a:<all:$7=$2>!
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Here's a chart showing the various ways to define string variables
and use them inconditional nurcros:

condition str operator operand
"text" a literal string
$Z another string variable

if $o
(define) thru = time ,time24
ifnot $9

cell db category, ss cell
screen 8Gcolumn text screen
chr$ ASCII value of a variable
str$ string equivalent of a variable
left left portion of a string
right right portion of a string

Any number of operands can be chained toi;ether using concatenation
(+). No parentheses are allowed. The equations are strictly
evaluated left to right with no other precedence. A.y characters
beyond 80 are ignored.

Poromelers

Here are some of the possible parameters for UltraMacros tokens:

MACRO
a macro name sdch as SA-B or BA-CTRL-D

NUM .; (number)
a literal decimal number from 0 to 65535
a literal hexadecimal number from $0 to $FFFF
a variable name from A to Z (the value of the variable is used)

NUM VAR
a variable ruilne from A to Z (the value of the variable is used)
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NUM2
a NUM (see above)
a <key> token
a <peek> token
a <len> token
a <val> token
a <id#> token
a <asc> token

NUM EXP (numeric expression)
a NUM (see above)
a NUM2 (see above) if the compiler gives an error, NUM2 is
unavailable for this particular command definition
a NUM or NUM2 equation; NUM's must be connected by +, -, / , or *i

the equation is evaluated from left to right. No other precedence is
used.

The range of values is 0 to 55535 and the numbers "*ap around" if
the range is exceeded. For example 0 - 1 = 65535 and 65534 + 3 = 1.
Because only integer numbers are allowed, division will only return
the quotient.

STRING
a literal string surrounded by quotes

STRING VAR
a string niune from $0 to $9

STRING E)(P (string expression)
a STRING (see above)
a <chr$> token
a <str$> token
a <date> token
a <date2> token
a <time> token
a <time24> token
a <cell> token
a <screen> token
a <getstr> token
a STRING equation; STRING EXP's must be connected by "+" only;
the equation is evaluated from left to right until the maximum
length of 80 characters in reached.
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<osc STRING VAR>

Converts the first character of a string

x:<all $0 = "2" : x = asc $0 + 2: print x>!

to its ASCII equivalent.

prints "124"

<chr$ NUM>

Prints the ASCII value of a variable. See the Key Chart for a
complete list. For example, the following macro will print the
number 1:

a:<all : X = 49 : print chr$ X>!

As you can see on the chart,49 is the code for an upper case 1. If X
was equal to 177, an OPEN-APPLE-I command would be executed.
This command is handy for sending special codes to your printer
along witti the <pr#> token.

<getslr NUM>

Presents a ">" prompt on the bottom line of the screery allowing up
to 60 characters to be entered. Clhis is similar to OPEN-APPLE-0.)
In the Data Base, <getsb must always be followed by <rtn>.

a:<all : $1 = getstr 8 : print $1>! read in 8 characters and print them

<golo MACRO>

Sends control to the specified macro name. If goto is not used, the
second macro will return to the original macro and continue there. It
will behave like a gosub. Goto just jumps to the named macro and
keeps on going. No nesting occurs when goto is used.

a:<all : sa-b : print "The end">!
b:<all : if A = 4 then goto sa-c else rtn>!
c:<all : print $4>!
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<hilight NUM EXP,NUM EXP,NUM EXP,NUM EXP>

Allows you to invert any portion of the AppleWorks screen. This
sample will invert the entire screen:

h:<all : hilight "1.,'1.,80,24>l

The first parameter is the left column (1-80)

The second parameter is the top row (l-24)
The third parameter is the right column (1-80)

The fourth parameter is the bottom row (L-24)

If the first parameter is 0, the specified rows will have all
highlighting cancelled (the text will be changed to normal). The
right column value is ignored if the left column is 0.

<left STRING VAR,NUM>

Extracts the leftmost number of characters specified from a string.

a:<all : $1 = "Beagle Bros" : $2 - left $1,6 : print $2>! prints Beagle

<Ien STRING VAR>

Returns the length of the specified string as part of a variable
equation. For example:

a:<all : A = len $0 : B = len $1 : if A > B then print "$0 is longer">!

<msg STRING>

This command prints a message on the screen immediatelybelow
the current data window (i.e. on the dash "-----" or underline
"_" dividing line). The command syntax is identical to
<print>. Messages are displayed in inverse text unless the message
string is surrounded by double quotation marks:
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m:<all : msg " Normal text " : key
msg'hrverse message' : key
$9 = date + " " + time : msg $9 : key
msg "">! do sample messages and then

Whenever a message is displayed, the remainder of the line is
filled with the second to last character that was already on that
line (i.e- the character above the "p" in a-? for help). This
automatically erases the vestiges of previous longer messages. As
the example shows, a null message erases the entire line. A message
ercpression must always be followed by a : or >.

<onerr oPTloN>

Allows you some control over what happens if an error occurs. An
error is defined as a keystroke that causes AppleWorks or a
TimeOut application to ring the enor bell. Normally a macro
continues on without regard to the error (the error bell is silenced as
well). There are three onerr options:

l:<all : onerr stop>! stop current rrncro after an error

If the macro was called from another nulcro, control returns to the
calling rurcro. This does not shut down all macros; only the current
nurcro is ended.

2:<all : onerr off>! revert to normal; ignore all errors

Resets the onerr status to normal, so macros ignore the errors, for
better or for worse.

3:<all : onerr goto sa-h>!

O. *y error, execute thenamed rurcro and then return to the
calling rurcro where the error occured.

The oner status is always reset to normal when a sequence of macros
is done o<ecuting.

display normal text; wait ]
display inverse tex! wait ]
display date & time; wait )
erase all messages
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<posn VAR,VAR>

Assigns the cunent cursor position to the two variables following
the token. The AppleWorks application affects the command like
this:

First variable Second variable
Word Processor column
Data Base category
Spreadsheet column

line
record
row

If the cursor is not in one of these three applications, both variables
will be set to zero. <posn> is compatible with TimeOut
applications that use the AppleWorks applications. For example,
TimeOut Graph works in the Spreadsheet, so <posn> can be used
with it.

Start up AppleWorks and add the file Macros Ultra from the
UltraMacros disk to the Desktop. Examine the cursor-positioning
nvrcros for examples of <posn> usage.

<pr# NUM EXP>

Determines where the <print> command sends its information.

<pr# 0> sends all <print> characters to AppleWorks. This is the
normal state of affairs.

<pr# 1> sends the characters to the first printer in your
AppleWorks printer list. Because AppleWorks'limit is 3 printers,
the <pr#> limit is also 3. You must use <pr# 0> to reset the <print>
command when you're done.

Start AppleWorks and add the files Macros Printer and Macros
Dialer from the UltraMacros disk to the Desktop. Examine them
for sample <pr#> usage. <pr#> may not work with all interface
cards. It does work with the printer and modem ports on the IIgs.
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<ptint>

Print has the most variations of any single UltraMacros command.
The compiler will be happy to point out any errors you might make,
but studying this section will make you much less error-prone.

Prinling Text

Like Applesoft, <print> allows a literal text string to be printed.
You may use either double or single quotes around the text. The
limit is 70 characters of text at a time.

a:<all : print "Literal text <rtn>">! prints "Literal text <rtn>"

The <rtn> is NOT converted to an actual RETURN.

a:<all : print "'double" quotes inside "single" quotes'>! will print
as "double" quotes inside "single" quotes

Printing Numeric Voriobles

Print can be used to display the value of any numeric variable. For
example, if variable Q holds the desktop number of a specific file,
this macro sequence would return you to that file:

2:<all : oa-q : print Q : rtn>!

A text string may precede the variable, like this:

a:<all : print'Variable A is now " A>!

When printing numeric variables, a "$" immediately after the
print statement will cause the variable's hexadecimal value to be
displayed in either two or four characters.

a:<all: A=8:prin$ "HexA=$"A>! will print "Hex A = $08"
a:<all: X=61453: prin6 X>! will print "F00D"

Numeric variables can also be printed as characters rather than
numbers. fire <ch/$> token converts the numeric value to the
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equivalent key command. See the Key Chart for a complete list.
Here's a sample:

a:<all : X = 185' y = $4L : print chr$ X : print chr$ Y>!

The Key Chart shows us that 185 is an OPEN-APPLE-9 and that
$41 is an upper case "A". This sample will jr*p to the end of the
file and then print an "A".

Printing Slrings

The ten string variables may be printed by themselves only. No
other options may be used when printing strings. These strings may
contain text or command keystrokes. To define a string with
commands instead of text, just define macro 0 (zero), the same as $0,
and then use a macro like this:

a:<all : $2 - $0 : print $2>! execute macro 0 (zero)

Because macro 0 (zero) and $0 are the same thing,

a:<all : print $0>! is exactly the same as
a:<all : sa-O>!

NOTE: ALL PRr /T STATEMENTS MUST BE FOLLOWED BY
A COLON "i" OR ">". Other tokens can be followed by spaces

and then another token, but <print> is an exception.

<rem STRING>

This command allows you to imbed a remark in the middle of a
rnacro. The remark does not get used in the macro. The command
syntax is identical to <print>. ]ust surround the remark with single
or double quotation marks.

The difference between using <rem> as opposed to just adding a
comment after the "!" mark or by using the curly brackets {...} is
that <rem>'s are preserved when the macro is assembled, so they
are still present when you use the Macro Compiler to list the current
nacros into a Word Processor file. We prefer to use the curly
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brackets and to make sure we keep our Word Processor source files
handy, but it's your option.

Here's a macro from the Macros Ultra file that deletes from the
cursor to the end of the file. Actually, it moves the data to the
clipboard so that it can be undone. It's a simple example, but it does
illustrate how to use <rem>'s:

Z:<all: oa-M>Tcrem "move to the the clipboard" :

oa-9 : rtn: rem'Jump to the end and do it" :

left>! zap to end of file

Comments and <rem>'s make it easier to follow the logic of a
rulcro, especially if you want to change a macro you wrote last
month or last year.

<righl STRING VAR,NUM>

Extracts the rightrnost number of characters specified from a string.

a:<all : $1 = "Beagle Bros" : $2 = right $1,4 : print $2>! prints Bros

<SCTEEN NUM EXP,NUM EXP,NUM EXP>

Reads any part of the AppleWorks screen into a string variable. It
is used like this:

s:<all : $1 = screen 7,7,15>! read current file name from top line

The first parameter is the left column (1{0)
The second pammeter is the lirrc $-24)
The third pararEE is tlre leogth (1{0)

Sseen treats all characters as normal text, regardless of how they
appear on the screerU it cant be used to tell if something was
highlighted-
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<SK$ VAR NAME>

converts a numeric variable to a decimal character string. It must

be used as part of an equation. Here are some examples:

xcall : A = 4 : $3 = " A = " + str$ A + " " : print $3>! prints " A = 4 "

y:<all, 3 = $ff : $1 = str$ B : print $1>! prints "255" because 255 is

ihe decimal equivalent of the hexadecimal $ff used to define B'

This command is handy for including variables in a message:

a:<ato : I = id# : $1 = "TimeoutID#" + str$ I : msg$1>! show id#

<VOI STRING VAR>

<val> is the opposite of <str$>. It converts a string variabl-e-to a

numeric value and must also be used as Part of an equation. If the

specified string starts with a non-numeric character, the value will
ui*uyt be zero. If the first character is a number, it (and all other

,rn*be.s following immediately after it) will be converted to a

numeric value. Here are some examples:

a:<all
a:<all
a:<all
a:<all

$3 = "test4" : A = val $3> A will be 0

$2 = "48612" : X = val $2> X will be 48612

$8 = "2802X' : V = val $8> V will be 280

$0 = "14.88" : B = val $0> B will be 14

<WOII NUM EXP>

Delays a rnacro for a set amount of time, or until a key is pressed.

The actual delay will vary depending on your computer'
Experiment to find the approximate delay needed for a second or a

minute on your bomputei. Here's a rurcro you can use to calculate

delay values.

D:<all : msg "Enter a delay value " : $0 = getstr^S : D = val $0 : bell :

wait D : bell : rpt>! test wait
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One suggested use for the <wait> command is to allow a user to
browse through a large document without having to touch the
keyboard:

b:<awp : D = 400 : wait D : down : rpt>! adjust D as desired

<wOKC MACRO OI NUM EXP:NUM EXP>

Puts a macro to "sleep" and wakes it at a designated 24-hour time.
After a <wake> command has been issued, you can work normally,
using macros and any UltraMacros commands as always. When the
dock's time matches the sleeping macros, it springs to life. Use it to
set alarms, automatically save a file every few minutes, or shut
everything down at 5:00!

The following example will start macro "A" at noon. Then when
nurcro "A" wakes up, it will set macro "C" to wake up at 5:00 pm.

a:<all : wake sa-b at 12:00>!
b:<all : bell : bell : bell : msg "It's lunch
L7:00>!
c:<all : bell : bell : bell : msg' Quitting

time!" : wake sa-c at

time'>!

Only one rncro can be "sleeping" at a time, but as shown in the
previous example, each macro that "wakes up" can put another
rurcro to "sleep". The time must be given in 24-hour format (0:00 to
23:59); variables may be used:

x<all: M = 50 :H=7: goto sa-s>!
s:<all : oa-s : M = M + 10 : if M= 60thenM = 0 : H = H + 1 :

elseoff wake sa-s at H:M>!

When SOLID-APPLE-X is pressed, the hour and minute variables
are set. The current file is saved, and macto S is set to wake up at
8O0 am- It will thm save the current file every 10 minutes until the
<rodeep> ommand is used.

Note: Of course, this comrnand won't be too useful if you don t have
a dockinyourApple.
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lf-Then-Else Logic

One of UltraMacros' best features is its true conditional capability
utilizing if-then-else logic. Other macro programs may allow a

conditional "if" or two based on keyboard input, but UltraMacros
allows a full range of conditional commands using the numeric and

string variables. Five tokens are involved with conditional logic:
if, ifnot, then, else, elseoff.

<if>

The key to all conditional macros, <if> is always followed by a
numeric or string variable

a:<all : if A

which is tollowed by an oPerator (greater than >,less than <, or
equals =)

a:<all:ifA=

which is followed by the expression to be evaluated.

a:<all:ifA=5

If the statement is true, the macro continues normally. If the
statement is not true, the macro ends (unless an <else> is present

later in the macro).

a:<all : if A = 5 goto sa-5>! if A is not 5, the macro stops here
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<ifnol>

same as <if>, except that the statement must be false for the macro
to continue normally.

a:<all : ifnot A = 5 goto sa-5>! if A IS 5, the macro stops here

All numeric conditionals must start with one of these six formats:

ifA= or ifnotA=
ifB> or ifnotB>
ifc< or ifnotC<

The equation is then completed with any valid numeric expression
such as:

a:<all : if A = C + 4 then print A : else stop>!

All string conditionals must start with one of these six formats:

if $0 = or ifnot $3 =
if $1 > or ifnot $4 >
if $2 < or ifnot $S <

The eqgation is completed with a string expression, which could be

3nolher string variable name, a literallexf string, or one of the
legal string definition tokens (date date2, time, time24, screen):

a:<all

tcall

2:<all

if $0 = "literal" then print g0>!

ifnot $6 > time then goto sa-t>!

if $Z . screen 1,7,15 then stop>!

8:<all : ifnot $8 = $9 then print 'They're not the same.">!
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<then>

Does absolutely nothing but take up one byte of space. It's used to
make macro if-then-else logic more readable:

a:<a1l : if A > 4 then C = 3>! this looks better than:

a:<all:ifA>4C=3>!

<else>

This part of if-then-else logic reverses the true-false condition of
the logic. If the statement is'true, then execute the first part, else
execute the second part. There is no limit to the number of else's in
one nBcro.

Whenever an else is encountered during a macro, the macro skips
ahead to the next else or to the end of the macro, whichever is
found first. It can be used during debugging to keep part of a macro
from executing so a different part can be properly tested:

a:<all : print "A " : else print "one" : else print "two">! test part 2

This macro will always print "A two". Later the macro could
become:

a:<all : print "A " : print 'bne" : else print "two">! test part 1 only

Now the macro will always print "A one". When finished, the
nurcro couldbe:

a:<all : print "A " : if A = 1 then print "one" : else print "two">!
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There is no direct connection between if and else, so they can be used
independently, although they make a good team. Here's a sample:

a:<all : if A = 5 then print "Five" : else print 'Not Five">!

This does just what you'd expect. If variable A is equal to 5, the
word "Five" is printed. If variable A is not equal to 5, the words
"Not Five" are printed.

<elseoff>

Does nothing unless used with else (See above). It's purpose is to
cancel the conditional status of a macro and cause any commands
following the "elseoff" to be executed regardless of any preceding
"if" conditions.

For example, if a conditional macro is supposed to print a phrase at

the end regardless of what other text is printed, you'd do this:

a:<all : if A = 5 then print "A is five" : else print "A is not five" :

elseoff print " at this time.">!

If A is five it would print "A is five at this time." and if A is not
five, it would print "A is not five at this time."

If the "elseoff" is removed, the macro will print either "A is five"
or "A is not five at this time."

For experienced 6502 progrqmmers only!

The following three UltraMacros tokens are very specialized and
shouldn't be used unless you understand exactly what you want
them to do. They were included because we thought there might
still be a few hackers out there who like to deal directly with
their Apples. Besides that, we can always use them to write some
pretty powerful nncros ourselves.
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See the file Macros Special on the UltraMacros disks for some
examples.

<coll>

The call token is used to run machine language subroutines. It
simply does a jsr to the address specified. It's up to you to make sure
that the address is valid and that the routine will return to the
macro via an rts with all bank switches set properly.

A good place to poke in machine language subroutines is the
AppleWorks temporary work buffer from $800 to $9FF.

CAUTION: The buffer is destroyed by AppleWorks disk access

and by a few UltraMacros commands. Be careful!

When a macro is operating, the alternate zerc page is active, as
well as the second bank of $D000 memory. Page 1 of the 80-column
display is active. If you change any of these, they MUST be
restored before your routine returns control to UltraMacros or
AppleWorks will surely die.

The call command is a bonus feature and mustbe used carefullyby
experts only. Know what you're doingbefore you use this!

<poke>

Poke is a handy, albeit dangerous, command. Use it to build
machine language subroutines for use with <calb.

It can also be used to directly change some flags within
AppleWorks. For example, the <insert> token forces the insert
cursor on. To force the overstrike cursor ory you can use this:

O:<all : poke $10F1,1>! force overstrike cursor active
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The insert cursor continues to blink until another key is pressed, and
then you see that the cursor is changed. To make it instantly
change, add an invalid key like this:

O:<all : poke $10F1,1 : ctrl-x>! force overstrike cursor active and
make it immediately obvious

We aren't authorized to provide a list of AppleWorks addresses.
You'll have to explore on your own. Some information is available
from bulletin board systems. Last time we heard, AppleWorks
author Bob Lissner had an AppleWorks board somewhere in
Nevada with a lot of handy info. Sorry, we can't provide a phone
numh.

<peek>

Peek returns the value found at the specified address. This example
from the Macros Ultra file uses <peek> to determine the current
file number:

l:<all><q = peek $C54 : oaq esc>! leave "1" file; go to main menu
2:<all : oaq print q: rtn>! return "2" the file we left

Mocro Compiler

This application allows you to compile new macros. It scans a Word
Processor document containing macro definitions and converts them
into a form useable by TimeOut UltraMacros.It can also display
the current macro set by listing the active macro definitions into a

Word Processor file.

If you've been following the manual sequentially, you've already
used the Compiler to indude your rurme in the default macro set. In
any case, add a Word Processor macros file to the Desktop and press
OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE. Select Macro Compiler. You will see two
options.
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Compile cl new set of mocros

1. Press RETURN to compile a new set of macro definitions.

2. A Pause each line? prompt appears. If you press Y for YES,
you will "single-step" through the compiling process and will be
asked to press a key to continue after each line is processed. If you
choose N for No, the compiler will race along and won't stop until
an error occurs or until compiling is completed.

3. A Compile f rom? prompt appears. You may choose to compile
from the very beginning of the file or from whatever line the
cursor was on when you pressed OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE to call up
TimeOut. If you press B to compile from the beginning, the
compiler will scan the file until it finds the word "START" on a
line by itself.

4. Each Word Processor line will flash on the screen as it is scanned
for tokens and text data. The current macro name will be
displayed, and a running count of the total bytes used will also be
shown.

5. If the file is compiled without error, a message will indicate the
success and you will be prompted to press a key to return to the
file.

6. If an error occurs, the compiler will attempt to give you as much
information as possible. When you press a key and return to the
Word Processor, the cursor will be on or near the error.

Mocro Compiler Errors

There are several errors which stop the compiler. Macros up to the
error are useable, but no macros following the error line are
compiled. When you press a key after reading the error message,

you will be returned to the file with the cursor on or near to the
error.
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No errors

The compiler recognized the entire macro file as a valid macro set.
That doesn't mean that the macros don't contain potential execution
errors. It does mean that all command tokens were used properly.

No Siort found

The compiler couldn't find the word START in the file. The word
START must be on a line by itself, immediately preceded and
followed by caniage returns (no spaces). This message can t occur if
you select Compile from cursor.

Reserved mocro nqme

An attempt was made to define a reserved rurcro (see page 31).
Remember that the named keys such as RETURN and TAB have
CONTROL-KEY equivalents.

lnconect opplicotion nome

A valid local/global designation couldn't be found. Valid tokens
are <all>, <awp>, <adb>, <asp> and <ato>. Every macro must
start with the macro name, followed by a colon ":" followed by the
application name.

Tqble full

The entire macro table was used up. This refers to the actual macro
bytes generated and is not related to the size of the Word Processor
file being eompiled. The only solution is to create more macro files.

Synlox errol

The catch-all error message. Anything the compiler doesn't
recognize is a syntax error. This is usually a misspelled token name.
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Nol enough poromelers

The UltraMacros'token being compiled requires one or more
additional parameters. See page 40 for a description of all tokens
which use additional parameters.

Too mony poromelers

The UltraMacros'token being compiled requires at least one fewer
parameter. See page 40 for a description of all tokens which use
additional parameters.

logic error

The macro definition was illogical. You might not think so, but
guess who's the boss? Remember that UltraMacros is very strict and
limited in its string and numeric variable usage.

String loo long

A sequence of text characters used in a sting definition exceeds the
character limit.

END found in line

The compiler was stopped by an END command, not by a error. All
nurcros up to the END line are useable.

Stopped by Escope

You pressed the ESCAPE k€y during compiling to halt the process.
All macros already compiled are useable.
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l!"

l',,

Oisploy current mqcro sel

This option will list all of the currmt rnacros into a Word Processor
file. The listing can then be modified and recompiled as desired. i

The prirnary purpose of this option is b display recorded macros.

1. Add an App_feWorks Word ltocessor file to the Desktop. It can be
an existing file, or a new one.

2. Press OPEN-APPLE-ESCAPE to call up the TimeOut menu. Select
Macro Conpiler from the menu.

3.SelectDisplay current macro set.

4. The current set of macros will be added to the file in token
format. This file can then be changed and recompiled as desired.
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Mqcro Options

The Macro Options TimeOut application contains UltraMacros'
user-definable options. From within AppleWorks, press OPEN-
APPLE-ESCAPE and select Macro oprions to getlhis menu:

Docs IVIACRO OHrICNS Escee: Docs:t:t:t:t-t:t:t:t:t:t:t:l_t:l_t:

1- Ianmctr a new Task

2. Create a Task file

3. Save rnacro table as default set

4. Deastiiate nacros

5. Reacciirate singJ-estaping

6. Version

7. other AcEivittes

nurber, or use arrolis, then press Return 927K Avail.

The first two options on this menu deal with Task files. Read page
74 for a description of what Task files are and how they work.

I. lounch q new Tqsk

When selected, this option reads the AppleWorks disk and looks
for Task files. The names are shown on the screen. press ESCApE to
refurn to the Macro Options menu, or select the task you want to
launch.
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2. Creote o Tosk File

This option takes whatever macros are currently active in
AppleWorks and saves them as a Task file on your AppleWorks
startup disk.

First you are prompted to enter a rurme for the new Task file. Enter a
legal PToDOS name (you lmow, 1 to 15 characters beginning with a

letter and containing only letters, periods or numbers).

If the AppleWorks starfirp disk is not found, you will be prompted
to insert it. At this time you can press EscaPe to cancel, or you can
insert the startup disk and press Return.

When the macros have been updated, put the previous disk back in
the drive.

3. Sove mocro toble os defoult sel

This option takes whatever macros are currently active in
AppleWorks and saves them into the file "ULTRA.SYSTEM" on
your AppleWorks startup disk. These macros will be then be
available whenever you start AppleWorks. No compiling will be
necessary.

Before the macros are saved you are asked if you want to activate
the auto startup macro. If you choose Yes, the first macro in the
macro set will be automatically run each time AppleWorks is

started.

If the "IILTRA.SYSTEM" file is not found, you will be prompted to
insert your AppleWorks startup disk. At this time you can Press
Escape to cancel, or you can insert the startup disk and press Return.
When the macros have been updated, put the previous disk back in
the drive.
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4. Deoctivote mqcros

This option completely disconnects UltraMacros from AppleWorks.
Choose this option if you wish to print using the Applied
Engineering print buffer. After deactivating, the menu will appear
as4. Reactivate macros.

When you're through printing, select the option again to get your
racro powerback.

5. Reqclivote single-stepping

This option turns on "single-step" mode, which is useful for
"debugging" complex macros. The menu will change to 5 .
Deactivate single-stepping.

\rVhen a macro sends a character to AppleWorks, this option forces
a pause before each character actually gets to AppleWorks; the
character is sent only after you press a key. If you press ESCAPE the
nucro will stop, but single-step mode will remain active.

Select Deactivate single-stepping to return to normal speed.

6. Version

This option shows the current version of the UltraMacros package.
You will need to know this number if you ever contact Beagle Bros
with questions about UltraMacros.
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7. Other Activities

Choose this to display the following menu:

: aDoc tM Acc qIHER ACIIVIrIES Escape: l4a€o q)tions
:t:t:t:t:t:l:l:l:l:l:l:l:l:l-l:

1-. Set cursor bLLik

2. set nDuse buttcn res?cne

3. Set ncuse resf)ons

4. DeacEl/ate the nruse

5. Feact.i\Ete IGy-Lck

5. Reactlvate screen preserver

7. set sc.reen preserrer &]ay

nurber, or use ilroG, then press Return 922K AfrT|.

Other Activities

The options on this menu allow you to make changes to how
UltraMacros functions. When you exit this menu by pressing
ESCAPE, you will be asked if you want to save any changes to your
AppleWorks startup disk. If you answer Yes, the current settings
will be in effect every time you start AppleWorks.

l. Set cursor blink

Choose this option to adiust the speed at which AppleWorks'
cursor flashes. The curent setting is displayed and you're prompted
to enter a ne$r value. Enter a number from 1-255 where 1 is the
fastest blink rate available and 255 is the slowest.
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Choose,this option to adjust how long the mouse button delays after
it's used to select ment options. If you find yourself jumping ieveral
menu steps at a time when you press the mouse buttory yb,, inoua
increase the delay.

The current setting is displayed and you're prompted to enter a new
value. Enter a number from 1-255 where 1 ii the;hortest delay
available and 255 is the longest.

2. Set mouse button response

3. Set mouse response

Choose this option to adjust how far the mouse has to travel
horizontally or vertically before the cursor moves.

The current horizontal setting is displayed and you're prompted to
enter a new value. Enter a number from 1-255 where 1 is the most
responsive and 255 is the least responsive. press Escape when the
desired number is entered.

The current vertical setting is displayed and the same procedure is
followed to change it.

{nqt" IIgs users can also use the Control panel Options to change
the high speed mouse option to "yes" or "no".

4. Deqctivote lhe mouse

This option makes UltraMacros ignore your mouse card. It is useful
for trc users who don't have a mouse. They do have mouse cards
built-iry and the cards sometimes give faise readings as though a
mouse was being moved. If you experience sporadic random cursor
moves on any kind of Apple II, give this option a try.
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Select the option; the menu will now be redisplayed as 4 .

Reactivate the mouse. Options 1 and 2 will now give a Mouse
not found error if selected.

5. Reoctivole Key-Lock

Key-Lock is a special feature designed primarily for physically
disabled AppleWorks users who have a difficult time pressing the
OPEN-APPLE or SOLID-APPLE keys in combination with other
keys. This option makes the OPEN-APPLE and SOLID-APPLE keys
"lock on" until another key is pressed.

Here's how it works. First, select the option. Because Key-Lock is
now activated, the menu option will now be redisplayed as 5.
Deactivate Key-Lock.

Press Esc a few times to get back to AppleWorks. Get in a word
processor document and press OPEN-APPLE. An inverse O appears
in the bottom right corner of the screen. The cursor stops blinking
and UttraMacros waits until you press another key.

If you pressOPEN-APPLE again, the command will be cancelled
and the norrral cursor will appear. If you press another key, such 1,

the OPEN-APPLE version of the key will be entered in
AppleWorks. In this case, the cursor will jump to the top of the
document. Now press OPEN-APPLE again followed by 9 and you'll
jump to the end.

To execute a macro, press the SOLID-APPLE key. An inverse s will
appear. As before, you can press OPEN-APPLE to cancel, or another
key to execute a command. To start a "BA" macro, press the OPEN-
APPLE key followed by the SOLID-APPLE key. The inverse o will
change to a e and the desired macro key can be pressed.
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6. Reqctivote screen preserver

The screen preserver will automatically blank your screen if there
has been no key press or mouse move for a specified amount of time.
This avoids monitor'burn-in" (i.e. scorching of the phosphors on
the monitor screen).

F{ere's how to use it. First, select the option. Because the preserver
is now activated, the menu option will now be redisplayed as 6.
Deactivate screen preserver.

Now sit and wait a few seconds. The screen will blank out, but don't
despair. ]ust press a key to restore it. The screen preserver is tied to
the blinking cursor; if an inverse bar menu such as OPEN-APPLE-C
Copy Text? is active, the screen will never be blanked. The screen
preserver is also ignored while the TimeOut OPEN-APPLE-
ESCAPE menu is on the screen. It does work within TimeOut
applications, though.

To cancel the screen preserver completely, just reselect it from the
menu.

7. Set screen preserver deloy

Choose this option to adjust how long the screen preserver waits
before it blanks the screen. The delay is based on the number of
cursor blinks, so your cursor blink rate directly affects it.

The current settingis displayed and you're prompted to enter a new
value. Entera number from L-255 where 1 is the shortest delay and
255 is the longest.
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Dolq Converter

The TimeOut Data Converter allows you to quickly and easily
transfer data between spreadsheet and data base files.

To transfer data from a spreadsheet to a data base file, use the
Open-Apple-C comrnand to copy some spreadsheet rows to the
clipboard. Press Open-Apple'Erape and select Data converter
from the TimeOut menu. The dab on the dipboard will instantly
be converted into data base data.

Create a new data base file or load one in from disk. Place the
cursor where you would like to insert the spreadsheet data, press
Open-Apple-C and select From clipboard. Each spreadsheet row
will now be inserted into your data base file. Each column from the
spreadsheet will become a data base category.

To hansfer from a data base file to a spreadsheet file, copy from
the data base file to the clipboard, call up the TimeOut menu,
select Data Converter, and copy from the clipboard to the
spreadsheet file. Each category from the data base will become a

spreadsheet column

If you're using the Applied Engineering expanded clipboard, you
must use the TimeOut Utilities to properly configure the Data
Converter.
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Allowing Confrol-@

AppleWorks 2.0 contains a bug which Pre$ents users from entering a
CONTROL@ in a printer or interface definition Here's a fix:

1. Boot the LllhaMacros disk and press r for rix AppJ-eworks
Bug.

2. The CONTROL-@ patch progrirm is run Follow the instructions.

Note: lJse OPEN-APPIE-COIVTROLQ to attu thc
CONTROT-@ code while recording a macro. If you pr*s
CONTROL-@, the macro will stop. Lik@isr', s macro

definition must use OPEN-APPLE-CONTROLQ w it wiII stop,

Mouse Control

Once UltraMacros has been installed on your ApfleWorks disk, you
can use an Apple mouse to speed scrolling and merru sdection. Here's

how:

Move the mouse to position the cursor just like u-dng the arrow keys.

Hold down the OPEN-APPLE key to move the cursor farther and
faster within a file.

Press the mouse button to do one of the following

(a) select an option from any AppleWorks or TimeOut nrenu (the

same as pressing the RETURN key)
(b) scroll quickly through an AppleWorks file (the direction-up or

down--is the same as the last vertical mouse moverrent)

You can adjust mouse sensitivity or deactivab tlemouse using the
Macro Options TimeOut application. S* puge 68 for details.

Unless you specify otherwise, the mouse is always active (if you
have one). If you have a IIe with a mouse interfrue card but no
mouse is plugged in, you must deactivate tle nrouse; otherwise you
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will probably be faced with an out-of-control cursor that jumps
wildty when you least expect it. This can also happen on IIc's that
don't have a mouse plugged in.

Mouse Tip: The tnowe is especially handy for creating Data
Base single record layouts. Iust hold down the OPEN-APPLE
kq and use the rnouse to drag categoies into position.

Linking Files

You can use the <store> and <recall> commands to link
AppleWorks files together. Linking allows you to do things like
print an unlimited number of files with one keypress, or have a

iustom set of macros loaded automatically with any Spreadsheet

file.

The <store> command saves the first 15 characters of macro 0

(zero),generally a name, in an unused area of a Word Processor or
Spreadiheet file. The <recalb command puts the name back in
macro 0 (zero).

Start up AppleWorks and insert the UltraMacros disk. Add the

Word procbssor file "Linking Samples" to the Desktop and study it
for some sample linking macros and ideas.

Slortup Menus

UltraMacros allows you to create handy menus which allow you to
choose what you want AppleWorks to do next. You can use Task

files (see next section), or create menus within AppleWorks files'

Start up AppleWorks and insert the UltraMacros disk. Add the

Word Proceisor ftle Macros Sturtup to the Desktop and study it for
a sample menu macro set.
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Tosk Files

Task files are precompiled sets of mrym that have been saved on
tlae AppleWorks STARTUP disk as st/slEnr fiIes. They are called
"Task" files because they allow you b quiddy and easily execute a

specific task.

New tasks can be launched several diffuent wals;

1. From within AppleWorks by using fte TmeOut Macro Options
application (page 64).

2. From outside of AppleWorks by usinga progrmsdecor such as

Apple Desktop,, MouseDesk, Alan Bird s Propn Sdector,
ProSel, ECP or Squirt.

3. From outside of AppleWorks by typing -TAsK-ileHE from Basic
with the AppleWorlcs STARTUP disk in the orrent drive.

To see a sample task file, start AppleWorks and inst the
UltraMacros disk. Add the Word Processor file Tlask Sample to the
Desktop.

When a task is launched from outside of Applelllor*s, it first loads
ULTRA.SYSTEM, which in turn loads AppleWo*r The first macro
in the set of macros is then executed. The first nurcro frrom Task
Sample looks like this:

]:<all : rtn : rtn : sa-1>! get to main menu and run ssd nracro

The macro enters the two RETURN keystrokes reded to tet Past
the AppleWorks copyright message and accept the current date. It
then iumps to the next macro in the set.

Note: See Task Sample for replacement first macrosif you don't
have a clock or if you need to pause to remove the AppleWorks
STARTUP disk and insert the PROGRAM disk
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The second macro should actually begin the task. This is the macro
that's executed when the task is launched from within
AppleWorks. The sample second macro looks like this:

l:<all oa-q esc rtn down down rtn rtn>Rename Me<rtn>!

It uses the standard <oaq esc> sequence to jump to the AppleWorks
Main Menu. This is a good technique to make sure your macros work
the same no matter where you are when the SOLID-APPLE key is
pressed. The macro then executes the necessary keystrokes to add an
new Word Processor file to the Desktop called "Rename Me".

This example is simple, but it illustrates the potential of Task
files. Here are some possible Task file uses:

1. Add a specific group of files to the AppleWorks Desktop.
2. Copy a 3.5" disk to a RAM disk using TimeOut FileMaster.
3. Load a Spreadsheet file and graph it with TimeOut Graph.
4. Load a Word Processor file and print it with TimeOut

SuperFonts.
5. A.y complex and repetitive task, such as printing out a weekly

report using Data Base or Spreadsheet data.

It's a good idea to create a "Default Macros" task file first and save
it on your AppleWorks STARTUP disk (see page 65). Then when a
task is completed, you can quickly get back to your default set of
macros. In fact, a task file can even do that automatically after it's
completed its task.

NOTE; Programmers interated in licensing a special typ, of
task files for use on disks they sell should read the file
"ProgtammerTasks" on the UltraMacros disk,
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The Speciol Cqse of Mocro 0 (zero)

Macro 0 (zero) is a unique nurcro because it's used by many special
UltraMacros commands. Use macro 0 (zero) only for very temporary
nulcros, because it can be redefined quite easily before you know it.
F{ere's a list of ways that macro 0 (zero) can be redefined:

1. Press OPEN-APPLE-X to record up to 80 characters; the
keystrokes are passed on to AppleWorks as they're entered.

2. Press OPEN-APPLE-O to enter up to 60 characters; the keystrokes
are not passed on to AppleWorks (page 34).

3. Press OPEN-APPLE-^ to read the character under the cursor into
macro 0 (page 36).

4. Press OPEN-APPLE-& to read the current disk name into macro 0
(page 36).

5. Press OPEN-APPLE-* to read the current path into macro 0 (page
36).

6. Press OPEN-APPLE- to read the current Data Base category,
Spreadsheet cell or Word Processor line into macro 0 (page 36).

7. Press OPEN-APPLE-> to recall the STORE'd file name into
macro 0 (page 37).

8. Use <$0 - ...> to define it from within a macro (page 42).

Once macro 0 (zero) has been defined, the keystrokes may be sent to
AppleWorks by pressing SOLID-APPLE-0. A handy example is
copying a data base category and pasting it into the Word
Processor, into the Spreadsheet, or into another Data Base
category.

1. Press OPEN-APPLE-- while in the Data Base. The current
category is read into macro 0 (zero).

2. Move to the new location in the Data Base or anywhere else.
3. Press SOLID-APPLE4 and the category is duplicated.
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The contents of macro 0 (zero) are also used by the SOLIDAPPLE-
RETURN <find> command (page 32) to determine what it looks for.
If you have a lot of fiIes on a disk, try this:

l.Gototheadd filesrnenu. :

2. Press OPEN-APPLE-0. You will be prompted with a >.
3. Enter the file name 1nu wi*r to find and press Return.
4. Press SOLIDAPPLE-RETLTRN. The cursor will jump to the

specified ruure or sftop at $e erd of the file list if it couldn't find
a matclu

5. Itess Return b load the file.

Examine the Spreadsheet file calld Macro 0 Memo on the
UltraMacros disk for a handy chart sholiing the possible macro 0
(zero) uses.
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A Mocro Exploined

Here's some information about a handy rlacro that uses just a few of
UltraMacros' powerful commands. Hopefully it will give you a
better understanding of how UltraMacros'comrnands can be
utilized.

1. Start AppleWorks and insert the UltraMacros disk in a drive.
2. Add the Data Base files Addresses and Phmu Calls to the

Desktop, along with the Macros Ul*aWotd Processor file.
3. Select Macros Ultra and compile it (PaBe 59)- Then use OPEN-

APPLE-F to find Phone CaIIs.
4. You'll see a detailed macro description. Examine it briefly.
5. Switch to the "Addresses" file and put the cursor on a name. Press

SOLID-APPLE-CONTROL-P. In an instant youll s€e a screen

something like this:

Cal-Is Es+e: lAin lGnu

Se.lecticn: AIL records

Record 2 of 2

Date: AW 19 87

I{anE: Bryan Ross

I.turber: (111) 222-3333
Tine St: 5:35 PM

Tire Eld: -
Cdnr€n!: -

or r:se G ccrnTtands

All you need to do is press SOLID-APPLE-= when the conversation
is over (to enter the time), and you've got a detailed record of the

call. How'd the macro do it? Examine it stepby-step. The curly
[brackets] allow you to imbed comments betrryeen the <token
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brackets>. These comments are not stored in the macro table, so
they don't waste any space.

TimeOul MqcroTools

MacroTools is a TimeOut disk full of sample rulcros, TimeOut tips,
special TimeOut applications, and a surprise or two. IlltraMacros
beginners will appreciate the powerful ready-to-use macros and
instructional macro tips.

Veteran macro maniacs will love the programming ideas and
samples on the disk. They'll especially like "Debug", a TimeOut
application that displays all kinds of useful macro table
information that only a macro programmer could enjoy. It even
allows variables to be examined and modified!

Check the NOTES file on the LlltraMacros disk for more info about
MacroTools.

Chonges from Super MocroWorks

Here is a brief sumrrury of changes for users converting from Super
MacroWorks to tlltraMacros. Several obvious differences relate to
TimeOut. All compiling, saving of compiled macros, macro listing,
changing mouse options, etc., is done using the TimeOut
applications. The resulting saving of memory space allows the
actual UltraMacros program (ULTRA.SYSTEM) to be more
powerful.

The following new tokens have been added UltraMacros:

asc, ato, begrU call, cell, clear, else, elseoff, getstr, goto, hilight,
id#, left $, nosleep, onerr, peek, poke, posry print, pr#, rem, right $,
screen, thery time24, val, wait, wake

A significant improvement in an existing command is the new
ability of <find> to search any numbered highlighted bar menu. It
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works with the OPEN-APPIEQ Oedcop Ind4 t€ OPEN-
APPLE-ESCAPE TimeOut rnenu and withary rumal rEnu zuch as
the list of printers you're gr et befiore piriling a file-

The following tokens are not arrailaHe-Ttelraeurmary
because their fu nctions can be duplicated wift aisring onmrands:

end?, list, menu, resume, swap, OPEN-APPIH, CE[+APPLE-$,
Lprint, compile, saveQ loadO, Q=, ifl, rrae, im.a,,decsar, varnot,
var

The "var" commands have been replaced wift a fon s of 26
numeric variables. The other comrnands canbereplacd with the
new ultraMacros corrunands as described in"c.frbfuur.From
SIYIW on the UltraMacros disk.

Macro 0 (zero) has been expanded to 80 keyslrokeq,rrrl itcanbe
defined in a few more ways.

The msg token is more powerful now (allowingdaleftirE, strings),
but no longer has the ability to do MouseTstchares. You'll
have to settle for normal and inverse text. Notice ftaf it uses the
"correct" line in the Spreadsheet now.

The ability to automatically download a Power hint font at
startup time was dropped.

NOTE: You may leaoe Super MacroWorb on fla AglcWorks
STARTUP disk. The UltraMauos installatim pogmn uill
rennme SUPER.SySTEM to SUPER.SYSOLD-

To use UltraMacros, you can then boot your Apph$ftrb STARTUP
disk, choose "ULTRA.SYSTEM" with a program selecor, or t5rpe "-
ULTRA.SYSTEM" from Basic.

To use Super MacroWorks, t5pe "-SUPER.SYSOLtr frrom Applesoft
Basic or choose "SUPER.SYSOLD" with a program selector.
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Mocro Token List

Here's a complete alphabetical listing of all UltraMacros tokens,
along with the page number where a full description can be found.

Token Pase Summary
adb 28 AppleWorks application code
ahead 31 findnextspace
all 28 AppleWorks application code
asc 45 convert a string character to ASCII
asp 28 AppleWorks application code
ato 28 TimeOut application code
awp 28 AppleWorks application code
ba- L9,27 both-apple macro name
back 31 find previous space
begr 40 start of repeatable section (see rpt)
bell 38 sound the AppleWorks error bell
call 58 execute a machine language subroutine
cell 36 read current cell or category to macro 0 (zero)

chr$ 45 return ASCII equivalent of a variable
clear 38 set all numeric and string variables to 0
ctrl- 27 controlkey
date 31 display date in this format: August 19,'l'987
date2 31 display date in this format:08/19/87
dec 37 decrement the cursor character
del 27 delete key
disk 36 read disk name to macro 0 (zero)

down 27 down-arrow key
else 56 reverses the conditional status of a macro
elseoff 57 return rracro to being unconditional
esc 27 escape key
find 32 find a name or carriage return
findpo 33 find a printer option
getstr 45 define a string from the keyboard
goto 45 jump to specified macro
hilight 46 invert specified screen portion
id# 39 rehrrns TimeOut application number
if 54 er<ecute nurcro if condition is true
ifkey 39 checks if specified key was pressed
ifnot 55 execute macro if condition is not true
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works with the OPEN-APPLE{ Desldnrp Indq, fu OPEN-
APPLE-ESCAPE TimeOut rnerru ard wi& arqT rsrnl rrEnu such as
the list of printers you're gr en before prinfiry a file.

The following tokens are not available. TheyaeErncessary
because their functions can be duplicated with e.ietfots conunands:

end?, list, menu, resume, swap, OPEN-APFIIJ, trEI+APPLE-$,
Lprint, compile, saveQ loadO, Q=, ifl, rrae, irrq, decaat varnot,
var

The "var" commands have been replaced wiffr a folI g of 26
numeric variables. The other commands can be replacd with the
new UltraMacros conunands as described in Ec ei.l6ot arr.
SMW on the UltraMacros disk.

Macro 0 (zero) has been expanded to 80 keystrokeq, md it can be
defined in a few more ways.

The msg token is more powerful now (allowingdaF/tinrc,strings),
but no longer has the ability to do MouseTqt drract-s. You'll
have to settle for normal and inverse texl Norrce lhaft it uses the
"correct" line in the Spreadsheet now.

The ability to automatically download a Power Prirt font at
startup time was dropped.

NOTE; You may leaoe Super MauoWork on fla AypleWorks
STARTUP disk. The UltraMauos installation pogrut aill
r ename S UPER.SyST EM to S UPER.SYSOIT-

To use UltraMacros, you can then boot your Apryl|eWab STARTTIP
disk, choose "ULTRA.SYSTEM" with a program decm, or type "-
ULTRA.SYSTEM" from Basic.

To use Super MacroWorks, type "-SUPERSYSOLY frrom Applesoft
Basic or choose "SUPER.SYSOLD" with a prcgranr selector.
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Mqcro Token List

Here's a complete alphabetical listing of all UltraMacros tokens,
along with the page number where a full description can be found.

Tokerr Pase Summarv
adb 28 AppleWorks application code
ahead 31 find next space
all 28 AppleWorks application code
asc 45 convert a string character to ASCII
asp 28 AppleWorks application code
ato 28 TimeOut application code
awp 28 AppleWorks application code
ba- 19,27 both-apple macro name
back 31 find previous space
begr 40 start of repeatable section (see rpt)
bell 38 sound the AppleWorks error bell
call 58 execute a machine language subroutine
cell 36 read current cell or category to macro 0 (zero)

chr$ 45 return ASCII equivalent of a variable
clear 38 set all numeric and string variables to 0
ctrl- 27 control key
date 31 display date in this format: August 19,1987
date2 31 display date in this format:08/19/87
dec 37 decrement the cursor character
del 27 delete key
disk 36 read disk name to nracro 0 (zero)

down 27 down-arrow key
else 56 reverses the conditional stafus of a macro
elseoff 57 retum rncro to being uncondifional
esc 27 exape key
find 32 find a name or carriage return
findpo 33 find a printer option
getstr 45 define a string from the keyboard
goto 45 iump to specified lrurcro
hilight 46 invert specified screen portion
id# 39 returns Timeout application number
if V er(ecute nvrcro if condition is true
ifkey 39 checks if specified key was pressed
ifnot 55 execute macro if condition is not true
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works with the OPEN-APPLEQ Desktop Index, the OPEN-
APPLE-ESCAPE TimeOut menu and with any normal menu such as

the list of printers you're glven before printing a file.

The following tokens are not available. They are unnecessary
because their functions can be duplicated with existing commands:

end?, list, menu, resume, swap, OPEN-APPLE+, OPEN-APPLE-$,
Lprint, compile, saveO, loadO, Q=, ifO, var=, incvar, decvar, varnot,
var

The "var" commands have been replaced with a fuIl set of 26

numeric variables. The other commands can be replaced with the
new llltraMacros corrunands as described in the fileMactos From
SMW on the UltraMacros disk.

Macro 0 (zero) has been expanded to 80 keyskokes, and it can be
defined in a few more ways.

The msg token is more powerful now (allowingdate/time, strings),
but no longer has the ability to do MouseText characters. You'll
have to settle for normal and inverse text. Notice that it uses the
"correct" line in the Spreadsheet now.

The ability to automatically download a Power Print font at
startup time was dropped.

NOTE; You may lmoe Super MacroWorks on the AppleWorks
STARTUP disk. The llltraMacros installation yogram will
rename S UPER.SYSTEM to S UPER.SYSOLD.

To use UltraMacros, you can then boot your AppleWorks STARTUP
disk, choose "ULTRA.SYSTEM" with a program selector, or t5rpe "-

ULTRA.SYSTEM" from Basic.

To use Super MacroWorks, t)rye "-SUPER.SYSOLDP from Applesoft
Basic or choose "SUPER.SYSOLD" with a Program selector.
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Mqcro Token Lisl

Here's a complete alphabetical listing of all tlltraMacros tokens,
along with the page number where a full description can be found.

Token Paee Summarv
adb 28 AppleWorks application code
ahead 31 find next space
all 28 AppleWorks application code
asc 45 convert a string character to ASCII
asp 28 AppleWorks application code
ato 28 TimeOut application code
awp 28 AppleWorks application code
ba- 19,27 both-apple macro name
back 31 find previous space
begn 40 start of repeatible section (see rpt)
bell 38 sound the AppleWorks error bell
call 58 execute a machine language subroutine
cell 36 read current cell or category to macro 0 (zero)
chr$ 45 return ASCII equivalent of a variable
clear 38 set all numeric and string variables to 0
ctrl- 27 controlkey
date 31 disptay date in this format: August 19,1987
date2 31 display date in this format:08/79/87
dec 37 decrement the cursor character
del 27 delete key
disk 36 read disk name to macro 0 (zero)
down 27 down-arrow key
else 56 reverses the conditional status of a macro
elseoff 57 return nacro to being unconditional
esc 27 escape key
find 32 find a name or carriage return
findpo 33 find a printer option
getstr 4S define a string from the keyboard
goto 45 iump to specified rurcro
hilight 46 invert specified screen portion
id# 39 returns Timeout application number
if V er<ecute rurcro if condition is true
ifkey 39 checks if specified key was pressed
ifnot 55 er<ecute nucro if condition is not true
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inc
input
insert
key
lc
left
left
len
msg
nosleep
oa-
onelT
path
peek
poke
posn
print
pr#
read
recall
rem
right
right
rpt
rtn
sa-
screen
spc
stop
store
str$
tab
then
time
time24
uP
uc
val
wait
wake at
zoom

37
38
35
39
35
27
46
46
46
38

27,34
47
36
59
58
48

34,49
48
36
37
50
27
51
40
27
27
51
27
40
37
52
27
56
32
32
27
35
52
52
53
35

increment cursor characbr
accept keystrokes until return is pressed
force the insert cursor on
wait for keypress and return its value
force cursor character b lower case
left-arrow key
returns the left part of a slring
return length of a string
display message on scr€en
cancel sleeping nracro
open-apple key
set error handling conditiorrs
read disk and file narne to macro 0 (zero)

return value of a mernoqy address
store data in a memoryaddress
returns cursor position
print variables
send print output to screerr or Printer
read character under ctrrrror b macro
recall store'd text to macro 0 (zero)
remark within a macro
right-arrow key
returns the right part of a string
repeat the current nurcro
retum key
solid-apple key
read screen portion into rnacro 0 (zero)

space bar key
unconditionally stop all macro activity
store macro 0 (zero) in an Awp or AsP file
return string equivalent of a variable
tab key
filler token (does nothing b'ut lmk pretty)
display time in this format 728prn
display time in this formab 1928
up-arrow key
force cursor character b upper case

refum numeric value of a string
wait until keypress or time is up
set sleeping macro
forcezoomout
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The TimeOut Utilities application is provided with dl TimeOut
products. It his several functions lhat give you a bt nore
flexibility in using your TimeOut ap'plicatimrr

Using the Utilities

To use the TimeOut Utilities, make sure that the fle
TO.UTILITIES has been copied to yournneOutryptlations disk.
Startup AppleWorks and press Open-AppleEscrye tocall up the
TimeOut menu. Select utilities. You will s fu following
screen:

IITILITIES

TircOlt alplications utll-itlt .priG

1. ccnfj$re

2. Ioad to nsnory

3. Dwp frcrn nunorlt

4, dtarge trErDry status

5. Change nane

5. sorE [Enu

Tlneout LEil-ities coptrrlqht 19f)7, b,j ALen Bid {Ho lJ}

mnrber, or use arlohis, then press Return UlZm A\rai].

Configure

The conf igure option allows you to set new defaults for your
TimeOut applications. Configurable options uritht indude printer
type, default font, location of files needed bt drc a14ilication, etc.
Not all TimeOut applications have configurable optbns.
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To configure an application, select Conf igure from the Utilities
menu. Then select the application you want to configure. You will
then see a menu indicating what options may be configured for that
particular application. You should also see the current value for
each option in brackets [ ].

Select an option that you would like to change. Enter or select the
new value for that option. Make sure that the TimeOut
applications disk is in a drive so that the application can be
updated with the new value. The next time you use the
application, it will use the new value that you have supplied.

After you are finished upda-ting configurable optionq press Escape
to return to the Utilities main menu.

Loqd lo memory

TimeOut applications are either disk-resident or memory-resident.
If an application was configured as disk-resident when you started
up AppleWorks, you can load it into memory using the Load to
memory option. just select the option from the Utilities menu and
select which application you would like to load.

Dump from memory

If you receiye a message from AppleWorks indicating that it was
unable to complete an option because of insufficient desktop
memory, you may need to dump one or more TimeOut applications
that are memory-resident. Select Dump f rom memory from the
Utilities menu and select which application you would like to
dump. Notice that the amount of free memory indicated in the
lower right hand portion of the screen increases with each
application you dump. Applications that are dumped are returned
to disk-resident status for the remainder of the AppleWorks
session.
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Chonge memory stqlus

This option allows you to indicate whetts a TrrreOut application
is disk- or memory-resident. Note that this only indicates how the
application will be treated when you start up AppbWorks. To
load an application into memory or to retum it b ihe disk for the
current AppleWorks sessiory you will need to use ftre load to
memory option orthe Dump f rom menoryoptict-

Chonge nome

This option allows you to change the name of tlt apflication as it
appears in the TimeOut menu. The Beagle Brcstaffcarefully
selects a good name for each application Horrrerer,you have the
flexibility of renaming it if you wish.

If the new name you enter is longer than the old na4 the name
change will not be reflected in the TimeOut nsru urtil tlre next
time you start up AppleWorks.

Sort Menu

When you apply TimeOut to your AppleWorb fiIARftIP disk, you
are given the option of indicating whether or rnt yw want the
TimeOutmenu automatically sorted by applicatlnnarre If you
choose not to have the menu sorted, you can still srtitafter
starting up AppleWorks by selecting Sort renu frrom the Utilities
nrentl
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a
b
c
d
e
t

P
q
r

96
97
98

64@
65A
668
67C
68D
69E
70F
71. G
72IJ
73 I
74 I
75K
76L
77I0'd
78N
790
80P
81 a
82R
83S
UT
85U
86V
87W
88X
89Y
9AZ
91 I
92\
e3 l
944
95

left
tab
down
up

retum

Low High Low High Low

Key Chqrt

0 ctrl-@ 128
1 ctrl-A 129
2 ctrl-B 130
3 ctrl-C 131

4 ctrl-D 132
5 ctrl-E 133

6 ctrl-F 134
7 ctrl-G 135

8 ctrl-H 136
9 ctrl-I 137

10 ctrl-f 138
11 ctrl-K 139
12 ctrl-L 140
13 ctrl-M 141
14 ctrl-N 142
15 ctil-O 143
1,6 ctrl-P 144
17 ctrl-Q 745
18 ctrl-R 146
19 ctrl-S 147
20 ctrl-T 148

21. ctrl-U 149
22 ctrl-V 150
23 ctrl-W 151
24 ctrl-X 152
?5 ctrl-Y 153
26 ctrl-Z 154
27 ctrl-[ 155
28 ctrl-\ 155
29 ctrl{ 157
30 ctrl-^ 158
31 ctrl- 159

32 spc 160
33 I 161
34 " '1.62

35 # 163
36 $ 164
37 Vo 1,65

38 & 1.66

39 ', 1.67

40 ( 168
41. ) 169
42 '+ 170
43 + 771
44 , 172
45 - t73
46 174
47 / 175
48 0 176
49 1, 177
50 2 178
51 3 779
52 4 180
53 5 181

54 6 1,82

55 7 183
56 8 184

57 9 185

58 : 186
59 ; 787
@
6l = 189

62
63 ? 791

103 g 231
104 h 232
105 i 233
106 j 234
107 k ?35
108 | 236
109 rn ?37
110 n 238
111 o 239

249
250
257
252
253
254

172
113
114

240
241.

242
115 s 243
176 t 244
117 u 245
118 v 246
119 w 247
120 x 248
721 y
122 z
123
124
725
126
127 del E5

High

192
193
194
t95
796
197
198
199
200
20L
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
21,7

272
273
2'1,4

215
216
2t7
218
219
220
227
222
223

High

224
225

99
100

101

102

226
227
228
229
230

right

escaPe
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Help!

Customer Support lnformotion

If you have questions or problems that your dealer can't answer, you
can contact the Beagle Bros Technical Support Staff for expert
assistance.

Before calling, check the instruction manual to see if it contains the
information you need. Write down a complete description of the
problem, the version number of the software, and the names and
version numbers of any other AppleWorks enhancement Programs
you're using.

If you have a modem, you may also receive Tech Support on our 24-

hour Customer Support Systern- The system provides an electronic
mail and conferencing system, along with the latest information
about product updates and changes.

Technical Support:
(f1il 452-5502 9 am to 5 p-, weekdays (pacific time)

Modem Tech Support:
(61D 452-5565 24 hours, everyday

Or, you can write to:

Beagle Bros,Inc.
6215 Ferris Square, Suite 100

San Diego, C492121
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utomate
your

Works.

Beagle s UltraMacros.



\ TimeOut llltraMacros from
Beagle Bros is the
indisp ensable pro ductiztity to ol
eaery AppleWorks owner needs,

No other single program has the flexibility
and power of UltraMacros. Here are just a
few irf the excitins features UltraMacios adds
to AppleWorks9."

. Mouse Control: Use the mouse to
select menu items and zip through your
Word Processor, Spreadsheet and Data Base
files.

.Screen Saaer: UltraMacros can blank the
screen when you stop typing. This will add
years to the life of your monitor!

. Set the Cursor Rate: Customize the
speed the cursor blinks, from fast to not at all.

. Key Lock: UltraMacros allows the Open-
Aoole and Option kevs to be pressed and
reldased inde'pendenily of ottier keys - a
great benefit lor the hindicapped riser.

. Macros: The greatest ievention since
the wheel!

recording a macro. Then, select the key
you would like to use to activate this macro.
Let's choose "L" for letter.

Begin typing as you usually do. Enter the
date, address and any other information you
want. To end the macro recording, press
Shift-Control-@. CongratulationsT You will
never have to type that information again!
Next time, lust press Option-L. Your text
will be typed aritomatically - in a fraction of
a second.

\----7u You can ha'ae oaer 180 recorded
macros aaailable at one time,

lust what is a Macro?

A macro is a pre-defined series of
keystrokes that y<iu can replay by pressing
just one key. Normally, when you press a
key, you get just one key's worth of input.
Macros can save you countless hours of
Wping.

Here's how UltraMacros can
stae you time zariting letterc.

Since you start your letters the same way
every time, UltraMacros can automate the
process. First, press Open-Apple-X to start



Toith up to 4,000 total
keystrokes.

The macros you create can be saved
together on disk, all ready to go to work next
time you start up AppleWorks.

Additional macro sets can be created and
saved on disk. You can switch macro sets

programmability .

UltraMacros includes a complete
programming language that gives you
absolute control over AppleWorks. Over 75
commands let you move the cursor, input
and print strings anywhere, read the screen,
find bata in a ffle, r6ad, a menu, and much,
much more.

any time - right in the middle of
AppleWorks -so there is really no limit to
the number of macros you can have.

UltraMacros is not limited to
the Word Processor.

Your macros can work anywhere in
AppleWorks: the Word Processor, Data Base,
Spreadsheet, other TimeOut applications,

and in between. For example, it takes at

By the walr don't worry if this
programming stuff doesn't
mflke sense. It's not required.

Full IF-THEN-ELSE logic with string and
numeric variables is supported. Program
UltraMacros to read the clock and activate
macros at oreset times. You can PEEK and
POKE rneti'rory locations, or even CALL your
own machine language routines.

UltraMacros compiles your macro file
inside AppleWorks, creating macros that are
readv to'tise. With hundreils of sample
macios on the disk, it's easy to get sta'rted.

Ieast six I keystrokes to add a file to
the desktop. Record a
macro to do it in one!

One of
aspects

the most impressiae
of UltraMacros is its



/\

J*rcroTools and MacroToolso \o ther great Timeout
are collections of special tools
and ready-made macro files for
UltraMacros.

MacroTools lets you do allthis and more:

. Choose activities from your own custom
menus.

. Chanee the pitch and duration of the
AoolSWorkd uett.

. Eiett 3.5 inch disks from the drive.

. ^duto-save files at preset intervals.

. Add a clock, mini talculator and file
encrypter.

MacroTools ll lets you do even more:

o Print Word Processor files in 2 or 3
columns.

. Simulate 60 to 90 categories in the Data
Base.

o Reset the date AppleWorks uses.
. Send printer codbd directly to the printer.
. Turn AppleWorks into a typewriter.

SuperFonts $69.95

lrn*rOut llttraMatos is just one in a long line of time- saaing,- productiztity software that AppleWorks users haoe depended on

for ozter tuto years,
Please detach and send with payment.

TTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIITIIIIITIITTIT
T! s0%otf i
I rIMEour uLTRAMAcRos. (Now only $29.95!) I
! Send Coupon plus $3.50 shipping and handling with check, MasterCard, Visa or money !
I order to: Beagle Bros,Inc.,5215 Ferris Square, Suite 1.0O San Diego, CA92l2l. I
I Offer Expires Dec 3'J.,1989. Not valid with any other coupon. I
I l\ame I
: Address Ciw- State Zip 

- 
=l'11,,*. ilxffi#l

I Claris Corporation has no responsibility for the fulfillment by Beagle Bros of its obligations with respect to this offer. I

= 
AppleWorks is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. licensed to Claris Corporation. -

I In California add77o sales tax. I
ITIIITIITIIIIIITTIIIIIIITIIIIITTTT
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